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The relationship between the fed-
eral government and state and local
governments needs to be repaired.
ACIR provides the means to develop
the necessary intergovernmental mr-
derstanding and cooperation. The in-
frastructure project highlighted in this
issue of Inte~0vernmentf71 Perqective
emphasizes the continuing need for
ACIR.

There is nothing more important
than energtilng a new national irritat-
ive on irrfrastnrcture investment. The
state of infrastructure in many of our
cities, towns, and states is shocking.
For more than a decade, one major
national report after another has
called for action, but we are stifl wait-
irrg to start. Now is the time to act. I am
optimistic that we can get the ball roll-
ing because severaI supportive tiltia-
tives are mming together. President
Clinton is committed to investirrg in
our future, and infrastructure is a big
part of that plan.

The National Ecunomic Council
in the White House has a work group
on infrastructure irrvestment that
worked alongside the ACIR task
forces that put together the National
Conference on High Performance In-
frastructure. The NationaI Perform-

Commission_

ante Review alsu used the same kirrd
of government performance concepts
found throughout the ACIR report.
Furthermore, the Goverrrmerrt Per-
fomrance and Results Act of 1993 will
start the momentum for resrdts-ori-
ented and performance-based federal
program management.

At OMB, I hope we will see the
development of a federal investment
budget. In lncal and state government,
we distirrgukh capital improvement
budgets from current expense bud-’
gets. We do that for a gned reason in-
vestments for the future will return
many benefits over long periods of
time.

The federal budget is different
from a city budget, but that is no rea-
son to ignore the long-term benefits of
federal investments. They should be
singled out iu the budget, just~led by
snund investment analysis and ex-
amined carefully for the implications
of not mating those investments.

In government, our greatest fail-
irrg is that we worIY about this year,
this legislative session, this budget.
The federal government has done that
for too long. We will be at a tremen-
dous diwdvantage in global economic
competition if we do not medernize
the federal budget prncess. In other
nations, infrastmcture improvement
is planned on a regular basis, for the
long terrrr.

The challenge is to restore confi-
dence in public works programs and irr
government itself. me people must,
once again, know that government
is working for them effectively, effi-
ciently, and fairly. That is what the
four-point strategy considered at the
National Conference on High Per.
forrnance Irrfrastructure aims to do.
Whh this stratefl, nothing but the

highest quality, most thoroughly justi-
fied public works projects would be
funded, and facilities would be well
maintained because maintenance is as
irnpotiant as the original capital in.
vestment. Environmental and other
necessary regulations would be admin-
istered effectively and efficiently, and
we would not spend beyond our
means.

I want to thank the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, which brought
ACIR into this process, underwrote
the cust, and helped in many other
ways. Well over 100 federal, state, lo-
cal, and private organizations were irr-
volved in meetings that produced con-
sensus on many points. ‘me firral
report isbased on the day-to-day expe-
riences of professionals involved di-
rectly with these issues.

The repufi suggests (1) Leadership
by the President and the Congress to
set the tone for a govemmentwide ini-
tiative; (2) guidance for infrastructure
agencies developed irr cooperation
with these agencies to achieve consis-
tent appli~tion of sound investment
and regulatory practices; and (3)
strong support for federal, state, and
local infrastructure agencies to help
them absorb the many new ways of do-
irrg business outlined in the report.

This is an excellent blueprint for
the public works action that America
needs to take, beginnirrg now.

Edward G. Rerrdell
Maynr of Philadelphia
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In accepting the Chaircnanship of
ACIR, I did w with the conviction that
the Commission has an important, in-
deed, a unique role in making our sys-
tem of government work better. My
interest in ACIR stems from my yeara
of service in state government, where I
regarded ACIR as a invaluable amrrce
of support. I have continued to regard
it aa a vital element in our pOiiticaI
process.

I was also motivated by the assur-
ance the President gave me in making
this appointment that he is fully com-
mitted to strengthening ACIR to help
it carry out ita responsibilities. After
all, no other agency is officially
charged with the duty of bringing to
the table leaders from our federal,
state, and local governments. The
President manifested his intereat by
meeting with the Commission at ita
December 1session and personally ex-
pressing his support.

As he pointed out, however, it is
not enough just to provide a forum for
discussing public policies and pro-
grams. Many other organizations and
institutions already fill that role, and
perfomr it well. While a very icrrpor-
tant function, the exchange of ideaa
and information alone is not enough.

Frequently overlooked but specif-
ically qresaed in the legislation that
established ACIR in 1959 is its duty as

an instmment of public policy. It is em-
powered to “recommend, within the
framework of the Constitution, the
most desirable alluration of gover-
nmentalfunctions, responsibilities, and
revenues among the several levels of
government.” That is a considerable
grant of authority.

Because the Commission is able
to engage the participation and per-
spectives of representatives from
acroaa the governmental spectrum
without regard to partiwn or pamchml
interest, ACIR has the 10XUCYof bring-
ing to the process a broader and more
coordinated view of policies than is
possible through representatives of
particular units or levels of govern-
ment acting alone.

To perform this task properly will
require the building of a credibility and
effectiveness based on the eontirmtig
high quality of the Commission’s re-
search, a clear vision of how our feder-
al system ought to perfornr, and a will-
ingness to expend the ener~ and
develop the relationships necessary to
advance the puticies best calculated to
serve the nation and its constituent
communities.

There is a widespread feeling in
the body pulitic that there has not
been enough of this kmd of unifying
activity going on in our political sys-
tem. There is a perception among
many of our citizens that tw many
units of government seem to operate
totally independently of each, other
with an indifference to the irrrpact of
their policies on others. This is partic-
ularly reflected in the disenchantment
that results from the handing down of
various mandates from higher levels
of government to corresponding lower
ones, often amompanied by require-
ments for increased spending but rm-
auompanied by sources of funding.

There is also the unhappiness
brought about by the insensitive and
Mexible mofde-cutter prescriptions
that are applied uniformly to all states
and political units and that preempt
and negate the reamrrcefrrlness of lo-
cal leadership. There is concern about
too much concentration of authority at
the highest levels but, at the same
tke, tm much duplication and too
many gatekeepers at the lower levels.

Without taking nuraelves tm seri-
ously, but with a fm understanding of
our re~n~ity to being about con-
structive change irrour eomplm federal
system and to make that system work as
welt as it ran, the CornrnKton is opti-
nristic that it ean nrake a significant df-
ference.

There is incredibly talented lead-
ership represented on the Commis-
sion. Its bipartisan cumpusition and
geographical diversity are able to raise
it above narrow self-serving interests.
The combmed experience in gover-
nmentservice of its members provides a
me and vahratle reservoir of wise
munsel. We luuk forward to working
closely with the President, the Con-
gress, the statea, cities and cmrnties to
the end that our Wtem of government
will be strengthened and our cittiena
better served.

Wlfiam F. Winter
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ACIR News

President Clinton Meets with ACIR
On December 1, 1S93, President

Bill Clinton met with the Commission
at its quarterly meeting in the Old Ex-
ecutive Office Building irrWashington,
DC. The President expressed his sup-
pofi for ACIR, saying, “I very much
believe in the potential of this group,
both bemuse of all the individuals on it
and because of the way it’s constituted,
with representatives from the federal,
state, and Iuml governments, and with
both Democrats and Republicans
here.”

The President euntirrued

One of the biggest problems . . .
in this country tnday is that every-
body knows that there are a lot of
things that the government has to
be involved in at some level. But
there is a great skepticism about
the ability of government to do its

job, particularly here in Washirrg-
ton—a skepticism not without
foundation, I might add. . . .

Bccauae I served a dozen years
as a governor and worked on these
federsliam ismes from another per-
@ive... I thti I’ve got a pretty
good sense about . . . the potential
. . . of [ACfR] to t~ to help us irrour
effOItS to redefiie what we shotid
k doing here in Washington, and
how we can be working tith [state
arrd lti governments] ktter. . . .

I’m very serious about these iss-
ues, and.. . I want to pursue them
vigorously, thoroughly, and corrsis-
tently, and with the appropriate
level of viaibflity.

In closing, President Cliiton mid,
4’1want to work with you. I want to help
to make sure that you have both cmr-

siatent support and the appropriatee
level of visibility. So please send a mes-
sage out to the country that we are
tryirrg to work through these things
and give the American people a gov-
ernment that they can not only believe
in, but also trust.”

Governor Wil~im F. Winter,
ACIR Chaiman, assured the Presi-
dent that “the talent represented
around this table ia available to you on
a totally bipartimn basis . . . . We accept
your challenge, and we shall do onr
very best to live up to your expecta-
tions. We’ll be calliug on you to contirr-
ue to lend your support to our efforts,
and we invite your suggestions, your
ideas. Hopefully, out of th~ prwess,
we can strengthen the government of
this country at all levels.”

President Clint?n addresses ACIR at its December meeting. Commissionmemberr pictured are Daniel K. Akaka, Mary Ellen
Joyce,Art Hamilton, Donald Payne, James P.Moran, WilliamF. W,nter, Richard W.Riley,and Robert M. Isaac. WW*u.- fiw.
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New Commission Members

President Clinton has appointed
11new membeca to the Adviwry Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions. Each Commissioner will serve a
two-year term.

Carol M. Browner is Administrator
of the U.S. Entionmental Protection
Agenq. She previously was director of
the Florida Department of Environ-
mental Regulation. She also has been
general urunsel for the Florida House
of Representatives Government Op-
erations Committee, chief legislative
aide for entionmental issues to Sen.
Lawton Chiles, and legislative director
for Sen. Al Gore, Jr.

,4me H, Carlson ia Governor of
Minnesota. He was the State Auditor
from 1978-lM. He also has been ma-
jority leader of the Minneapolis City
Council and a member of the Minne-
sota House of Representatives.

Howard Dean is Governor of Ver-
mont. He formerly was Lieutenant
Governor. He is vice chairman of the
National Governors’ Association and
chairman of the New England Gover-
nors’ Conference. He has sewed as
co-chair of NGAs Health Care ~sk
Force, and is a member of the National
Education Goals Panel.

Mureia L. Hale is Assistant to the
President and Director of Intergov-
ernmental Affairs. She was political
director of the Democratic Congres-
sional Campaign Committee, director
of South Carolina Governor Richard
Riley’s Washington office, and a con-
sultant to the Demwratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee. She also has
managed campaigns, was a mngressio-
nal legislative assistant, and was a-
ecutive director of Voters for Choice.

Art Hmilton k Minority Leader of
the Arizona House of Representa-
tives. He k immediate past president
of the National Conference of State
Legislatures and a member of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. He is vice chair of
the Demmatic Legislative Leadesa
Astition. He also is a member of
the State Legislative Leaders Founda-
tion and the Intergovernmental Policy
AdvisoV Committee on ‘Bade (Office
of the U.S. Trade Representative).

Appropriation Update

In October, the Congress ap-
proved and the President signed
a $1 million approptition for
ACIR for FY 1994.

Tbii major cut from 1593
(more than 40 pmnt) required
ACfR to reduce the size of ita staff
and Offlms, including closing the
Ibsaty. me Commission will, how-
ever, make evey effort to main-
tain key functions and services, and
to rebuild for FY 1995.

me COmmtilOn is grateful
for the tremendous suppnrt fmm
indlvidual$ governments officials,
and aascciations and organizations
around the muntty.

MicW 0, Lew”rt ia Governor of
Utah. He is vice chairman of the West-
ern Govemom’ ~tion, and a
member of the National Govemom’ Aa-
tition health care working group, and
the National Edumtion Goals Panel. He
also has sewed as a member of the Utah
State Board of Regents.

Bob Miller is Governor of Nevada.
He also was Lieutenant Governor. He
is chairman of the Western Governors’
Association and of the National Gov-
ernors’ Association Committee on
Natural Reauurces. He is NGA’s lead
governor on infrastructure. He for-
merly was a member of the President’s
Wsk Force on Victims of Crime, Clark
County District Attorney, and Las
Vegas ‘fbwnship Justice of tbe Peace.

Gloria Molina is a Los Arrgeles
County Supemiaor. She has been a
member of the California State As-
sembly and the Los Angeles City
Council. Sbe is a member of the board
of the Los Angeles County Transpor-
tation Commission, National Aasnci-
ation of J..atino Elected Officials,
Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund, and the National
Hispanic Leadership Agenda. She was
a deputy for presidential personnel in
the Carter White House and deputy
director of tbe San Francisco Depart-
ment of Health and Human Sesvices.

Richard U?Riley is U.S. Secretary
of Education. He is former Governor

of South Carolina. He has sewed on
the National Assessment Governing
Board, the Carnegie Foundation Tksk
Force on Meeting the Needs of Young
Chfldren, and the Duke Endowment.
He also was an Institute Fellow at the
John F. Kennedy Schoul of Govern-
ment, Harvard University, and a se-
nior partner with the law fm of
Nelson, Mullins, Riley & Scarbor-
ough. He was a member of ACIR both
as a private citizen and as Governor of
South Carolina.

John H. Strogec Jc, is a Cook
County Commissioner. He is immedi-
ate past president of the National Aa-
aociation of Counties and a member of
the Executive Committee. He is for-
mer chairman of NACO’S Health and
Education Steering Committee and
the Chicago Bar Aaaociation’s Local
Government Committee, and a for-
mer board member of the Chicago
Metropolitan Health Care Council.

William E Winter (ACIR Chair-
man), is senior partner in Watkins
Ludlam & Stennis. He was Governor
of Mississippi from 1980-1984. He is
chairman of the Commission on the
Future of the South and the National
Commission on the State and Local
Public Service, and president of the
board of the Mississippi Department
of Archives and History. He formerly
served as chairman of the Southern
Regional Education Board, Southern
Growth Policies Board, and Appala-
chian Regional Commission.

Thomas S. Foley, Speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives, ap-
pointed one commtilon member

Jw P Moran is a Member of the
U.S. House of Repreacntatives from
Vuginia. He is a member of the Appro-
priations Committee and CO-CM of the
Feded Government Service Tkak
FOE, He formerly waa Mayor, VIU
Mayor, and a memkr of the City Coun-
cil of A1-ndria, Viginii. He has been
chairman of the Nosthem Vigirrii
‘R’anaportation Commission, the Re-
gional Drug Summit, and the Economic
Development and Lmrd Use Policy
Committee of the Metropolitan Wash-
ington Council of Governments.
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President Clinton, Governor Wi@er,and Carolw Lukenatsreyer al ACIR meet-
ing. W* Housephdo,

Also on the Agenda

% NationaJ ~omumce Mew
(NPR). Carolyn Lukenameyer, fomer
Deputy Director of NPK briefed the
Conunission on ptans for implementing
the intergovernmental recmnmenda-
tions in the NPR re~fi. She said, ‘me
questions now are what ought to be the
role uf the fcderat government and how
ought it k paid for? And how do we
trrdy redefine roles between fede@
state, and locat government?”

Ms. Lukensmeyer noted the Pces-
ident’s unfunded mandates executive
order, the community empowerment
meeutive order, and a ale mtiosral
summit on tbe deftition of federalism.

She pointed out that this redefini-
tion “cannot be done by Congress
alOne. There has to be a mandate that
comes back to Washington from the
other levels of government and
from the people of this country. . .
The President . . . is deeply committed
to this happening.” She also noted that
while clear, short.tem successes are
needed, this is a “culture change” that
witl entail an eight-to-ten year process.

The Future of ACIR. Commission
members discussed various strategies
to raise ACIR’S visibility, to maintain
and/or increase funding levels, and to
market the Commission’s work. The
development of the Commission’snew
work agenda also was discussed. An
agenda cmrunittee was approved to tilti-
ate ideas for a short-tern project and to
begin work on the three-year progmm.

Tourism Tm Repoti. The Commis-
sion approved publication of a new in-

formation report on the taxation of
travel and tourism by states and local
governments. The report wiIl be avait-
able in the Spring.

Chairman Winter announced that
John Wcaid, ACIR’S Executive Di-
rector, plans to return to university
teaching in 1994. The Chairman in-
formed the Commission, therefore, that
he would appoint a search mmmittee to
recruit a new executive director.

Chairman Appoints
ACIR Committees

Agrnda CoM”ttss. Governor Win-
ter has appointed the followhg mem-
becs of the Commission to seine on
this mmmittec Edward G. Rendell
(Chairman), Paul Bud Burke, Dave
Durenberger, Mary Etlen Joyce, Mi-
chael O. kvitt, Donald M. pay% Ri-
chard W. Rifey, and John H. Stroger, Jr.

Search Co~’ttee. Governor Wi-
nterhas appointed the following mem-
bem of the Commission to smve on this
committee Victor H. Ashe (C~),
Art Hamilton, Marcia L. H&e, James J?
MocmI, and Barbara Sheen ‘Ibdd.

ACIR at Rrst
OIRA Conference

ACIR was represented by John
Rincaid, Executive Director, and
Bruce McDowell, Director of Gover-
nment Policy Research, at the Clinton
Administration’s first conference on
the federal government’s regulato~
partnership with state, local, and tribal
governments.

‘fhe cotierence was convened on
December 6, 193, by OMB’S Office
of Information and Regulatory Affairs
(OIRA) under the auspices of Execu-
tive Order IX on Regulato~ Plan-
ning and Review. This order is in-
tended to reduce federal regulatog
requirements and provide state, local,
and tribal governments with greater
access to ndemaking. It also calls for
quarterly meetings to address regula-
tory coneems.

Rineaid reaffmed ACIR’S analy-
ses and positions on these issues, as
documented most recently in Federal
Re@lation of State and Local Gover-
nments(July 1993) and Federal Statutory
Preemption of State and Local Authoriw
(September’1992).

He also highlighted the inrpor-
tance of Executive Order 12875 on
Enhancing the Intergovernmental
Pannership, which directs agencies to
reduce unfunded mandates and in-
crease flexiiiity for state and IwI
comptiince. me order also provides
for ‘:regrdar and meaningful consulta-
tion and mllaboration” by federal
agencies with state, local, and tribal
governments in the development of
regulato~ proposals “mntaining sig.
nK1cant utiunded mandates.”

The executive order was issued
the day before the major national asso-
ciations of state and Id governments
sponsored National Unfunded Man-
dates (NUM) Day on October 27,1993.

The Congress has begun to hold
hearings on mandates, and some 30
mandate-relief bills have been intro-
duced in this session, compared to
about ~ in the last Congress.

At the 0~ conference, Rincaid
outtined ten points of pible state, 10-
cat, and tnil Muenm on the regulato-
ry prucess, highlighted major principles
of regukto~ review, and ident~led PO.
tentti Rash puints in the regulatory pro-
cess creatd by the executive orders.

‘We established a federal sys-
tem,” he concluded, “to aceummodate
tbe right of diveme individuals and
communities to make their own funda-
mental choices about public and pri-
vate life, not to have regulators inside
the Beltway make all those choices for
us. Putting people first, therefore,
means putting the places where they
live and make decisions about their life
together first as well.”
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NPR Endorses
Stronger ACIR

Vice President Al Gore’s report
on the National Performance Review,
From Red Tqe to Results: Creating a
Government that WorksBettsr and Costs
Less, remmmends that ACIR be
strengthened to assume greater “re-
sponsibility for mntimrous improve-
ment in federal, state, and local
partnership and intergovernmental
service delivery.”

The report reveals that much of
what the federal government wants to
achieve depends on effective intergov-
ernmental service delive~. Major rec-
ommendations that require successful
intergovernmental relations, and that
have received attention from ACIR in
the past, includti

Grant consolidation;
Simplflcation of federal

grant administration;
Relief from federal regulations

and mandate%
Greater use of negotiated

rrdemaking and alternative
dispute resolution;

National growth
and development poticie$

Use of multistate regiony
Economic justification

for public investments
(including procedures
to diswurage pork barrel
spending for highways
and mass transit);

More effective means
of achieving entionmental
protection goals
(e.g., macket-w inwntives)

Ecnaystem management;
Environmental cost accounting;
Greater use of risk analysis;
Science-based regulation;
Development of a stronger

national spatial data
infrastructure;

A new mission for the Bureau
of Reclamation
in helping to govern
the nation’s wate~ and

Involving state and Incal
governments mnre in foreign
trade issues.

STATE ACIR NEWS

Governor John Engler has an-
nounced that, by executive order, he
will reestablish the MicW1ganAdvisory

Cnmnrissinn on Intergovernmental
Relations, which was allowed to sunset
in 1992. The reactivated mmmission
will examine state mandates to lncal
governments and rewmmend those
that should be eliminated. The state
ACIR also is expected to help workout
the details of the state’s education
funding program.

The Snuth Carofina Advisory
Commiaaion on Interguvenrmental
Relations has published a new Catalog
of State Mandates to South Carolina Lo-
cal Governments &.O. Box 12395, Co-
lumbia, SC 29211, (S03) 737-1705).
Thii is a cumulative tisting of all man-
dates identified frnm the first edition
in 1987 through 1992. In addition to
mandates that either require or pre-
vent Iwlities from undertaking spe-
CKICactivities, the catalog includes
passthrough mandates from the feder-
al government. The report ia divided
into functional categories, legislative
mandates, agency or admirriitrstive
mandates, and executive orders. The
functional categories are mmmunity
development, courts and corrections,
education, elections, environmental
resources, government finance, gOv-
emment operationladministration, in-
surance, law enforcement and pro-
t~ion, public heatth and dety, public
improvement and facilities, aucial ser-
vices and welfare, taxation, and trans-
portation.

Utah’s Advisory Cnrmcil on Inter.
governmental Relations (fJACIR) re-
cently published Federaf Rsgulatiorrs
and Madates in Utah (116 State Capi-
tol, Salt hke City, UT 84114, (801)
538-1556). The report identifies partic-
ularly onerous mandates, offeca rec-
ommendations on general mandate
pnlicy and on specflc regulations and
mandates, and catalogs mandates that
state and lml officials strongly feel
need revision or elimination. The data
came from a sumey of Incal gOvem-
ments, which reported mnre than 200
separate mandates and regulations.
The mandate classifications and their
percentage of the tntal were business
and labor, 13.8 cnmmunity develop-
ment, 5.4; education, 10; environment,
14.6; general government, 2.3 health,
11.$ human services, 17; natural re-

ACIR
REAPPOINTMENTS

Representatives Donald M.
Payne of New Jersey and Steven
H. Schiff of New Mexicu have
been reappointed to two-year
terms on tbe Commission.

sources, 10.& transportation, public
safety, and mrrections, 14.6.

UACIR also issued AOG Study:
Sravsy Rrsults and Review of Utah’s
SevenAssociarionsof Governments. The
associations of governments provide
many services to local governments.
The study assesses AOG services, how
well they are provided, and how effec-
tively AOGS meet tbe needs of local
governments and their many custom-
ers. It is pninted out that multicounty
districts were established to realize the
benefits of economies of scaIe and pro-
vide a framework to mnduct regional
planning and implement state and fed-
eral ~licies consistently. Atl of these
objectives have not been met, but it is
hoped that this will improve with new
suppmt from the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Budget and anme stmc-
tural and program adjustments.

North Carofina’s Local Govern.
ment Partnersldp Council (Office of
Intergovernmental Relations, 116 W.
Jones Street, Suite 5106, Raleigh, NC
27~3-8003, (919) 733-7232) is under-
takirrg a study of substate districts. The
interest comes from state and local
government concerns about areawide
ecmromic development programs. If
you can provide information about
this subject frnm ynur state, please
contact Sara Stuckey.

The US ACIR has updated and
qanded its Directory of Intergover-
nmental Contacts (800 K Street, NW,
Suite 450 South Lobby, Washington,
DC 20575, (202) 653-5MO). In addition
to information abmrt the structures
and programs of the state ACIRS, the
directory includes intergovernmental
contacts in the federal executive and
legislative branches, plus cuntacts for
many of the national assuciat ions rep-
resenting state and local governments.
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~ ACIR Pubbcatlons ~

High Performance Public Worh
A New Federal Infrastructure Investment Strate~
for America

In th~ repnrt, ACIR and the U.S. Amry Corps of Engineers present the
strate~ developed through consultations with federal, state, and 1-
governments and the private sector. While most public works are state, local,
or private, the federal government has a pervasive influence through
financial assistance and regulations. ACIR established six task forces, whose
statements of principles and guidelines are included irr the report along with
a four-point strate~ for (1) high quality investments, (2) cost-effective
maisrtenance, (3) effective, efficient, and equitable regulations, and (4)
affordable facilities. ‘Ilre consultations also produced an action agenda
calling for Presidential and congressional leadership, guidance on infrastruc-
ture and investment, and suppnrt for infrastructure agencies.

SR.16 1s93 $10

Toward a Federal Infrastructure Strate~
Issues and Options

Toward a Fedemf Irrfiaslructure StrateO documents the progress of arr
interagency irritistive to develop a federal irrfrastructure strate~ through a
partnership including the Department of the Amry, the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Department of Energy, other federal agencies, state
and local governments, and the private sector. Emphasis was placed on
planning, design, fmnce, construction, operation, and maintenance.

me Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations convened a
series of workshops for representatives from more than 25 congressional and
other federal agencies and departments, and more than 70 organizations
representirrg state and local governments, public works providers, and
related research, advoeaey, professional, and user groups.

Based on the mrrsultations, a broad consensus emerged around five
isrfrastrueture issues that should be addressed by the federal gnvemmenti (1)
rationales for federal investment, (2) regulations, (3) technology, (4)
financing, and (5) management.

A.120 192 $8

Intergovernmental DecisionmaMng
for Environmental Protection and Public Work

Thisstudy identifies conflicts between proposed state and local public
worka projects and the federal environmental decisionmaking process. The
two goals of protecting the environment and providing adequate irrfrastruc-
ture are compatible in theory, but often do not mesh well under tistirrg
policies. Aa the population and emnomy grow, the nation needs new
highways, airports, dams, wastewater treatment plants, and solid waste
fatities. At the mrrre time, the United States is committed to meeting
inweaaingly rigorous envimrrrrrental geals. Federal laws and review p~
have helped reduce the adverse errvironmentat effects of public worka projects.
Yet, Americans’ lifestyle choices-how we live, eonaumq famr, travel, rmd
ptiuce-mntincre to threaten the hralth of the envirmmrent. ACIR makes
aeveml recommendations for integrating administration rmd implementation of
federal environmental protection lacvs.

A.122 192 $10

(see page 47 for order form)
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Budgeting
for

Performance

Afice M. Rlvlin

The ACIR conference and its report on high
performance infrastructure are important and
timely. The issues they raise, as well as some oth-
ers, are relevant to using infrastructure to give
us the growing economy we want. The ACIR/
Corps of Engineers report contains specific
recommendations for improving investment
choices in managing the nation’s infrastruc-
ture. This is the right time to be mating these
points.

The Clinton administration has put enomrous emphasis
on infrastructure, and interest in the subject is natiomvide.
It is also evident in the Congress. For ample, Rep. Bob
Car’r, chairman of the House Appropriations Submmit-
tee on~nsportation, iapursuing ways of improving infra-
structure analysis and criteria. Furthermore, the Vice
President’s National Performance Review focused heavily
on better choices in infrastructure investment and better
ways of regulating. Finally, the Gove-rrt PerformarIce
and Results Act of 1993 supprts improved management
and pet’fomance of the government generally, including
infrastructure.

A New Focus on Infrastructure

Things are coming together for a new focus on
infrastmcture and how to manage it well. The task force
rammendations on improved analysis, including in-
creased use of benefit-rest analysis, is an approach that I
have favored for along time, and now is the dsne to renew
our effort to make it happen.

One of the task forces fmsed on infrastructure
maintenance and our tendency to underinvest in it. One
would think that this w pretty much rnsnnron sense-if we
buikd major infrastructure, we should maintain it. But we
have not done SO.We buikt the fntemtate H@way System
with great fanfare and effmt, and it made an enomous
cmrtribution to the mtion. But we waited about ~ years to
think =rioualy hut how to maintain the system. As
stressed in the re~rt, we need to build maintenmrce into
thfig about infmtructure from the beginning.

Next come remmmendations simplifying regulations
to make it easier to proceed with an infrastructure project.
The Clinton administration is working on improving the
regulatory process. Regulation is always a balancing act.
We need to protect the health and safety of the American
people and we need to protect the environment. Howev-
er, over the years, we have done this in ways that are
cscessively costly, complicated, time intensive, and paper
intensive. We need to rethink this process, especially with
respect to environmental protection. We have to integrate
consideration of the environment into eve~hmg we do,
from the beginning.

‘fhe reprt urges that we give serious consideration to
new WW of financing infmsttucture. me administration
wants vesy much to be part of th~ effort to find altemativm.

Importance of an Infrastructure Stretegy

This effort to develop an infrastmcture strate~ is
important and timely for three reasons. Fust, it can help
us achieve economic growth and productivity by improving
infrastructure investment, decisionmaking, and manage-
ment. Semnd, it will help us make the tough budget
decisions that are important no matter what budget you’re
dealing with. We are all in the same situation. Budgets are
always a question of limited resources, but now the
problems of using our resources effectively are more
serious than ever. Third, an infrastructure strate~ wikl
help us deal with the wider implications of infrastructure,
such as environmental quality and safety.

IntergovernmentalParspactive/Fall1W3-Wintar1W 11



Economic Growth and Productivity

me connection between eeonomic growth and
irrfrastnmture is wntral to the admirditrstion’s thinking
for increasing our standard of living in the future, not just
more jobs but better jobs at higher inmmes. Ttrat means
inmeasing our pmductiviw, which clearly means increas-
irrg investment, both public and private. We must do two
things at once, and they are troth bard thirrgs. We must
reduce the federal budget deficit beeause it is a drain on
private saving that has been going on tuo long and that witl
escalate if we do not do anmething about it. Reducing the
deficit means either cutting back on programs to which
people and politicians are committed or increasing
revenues. Nom lies to do either one.

Not all of the irrvestment needed to make the
eeonomy grow w be irr the private sector. Reducirrg the
federal deficit at tbe expense of federal irrvestment would
be very wunterpmductive. ff there is anything that we
have learned from analysis, thought, and observation, it is
that we also need to increase public investment in
workforce skills, irr staying irr the forefront of technology,
and in having a modem, effective infrastnmture.

There has been a lot of ccartrove~ among econo-
mists, most of it fairly esoteric, shut how you measure the
contniutions of infrastructure to productivity and eco-
nomic growth. There have been some witd claims that
make it smrnd as though just ftig the roads and bridges is
all we need to do to get the emnomy moving agairr.
Obviously, there is a connection between ability to move
people, goods, and ideas around and the productivity of an
emnomy. We ean have a highly skilled workforce and be
on the cuttirrg edge of technolo~, but if it takes too long
and rests too much to move the product and the people
and the ideas, it is not going to be the kirrd of productive
economy that we need.

Infrastructure k a big piece of our emnomy. The
United States has about $1 triflion irrvested in public works
capital. It spends $lM billion annually on operatirrg,
maintaining, and addirrg new public works. ~an~rta-
tion, also, is around 15 percent of our gross domestic
product. Furthermore, we drive and move an irrcredible
3.5 tritlion passenger mites.

Because of the size of these numbers, any significant
improvement irr irrfrastnrcture productivity has the poten-
tial to enhance ecmromic growth. The President’s plan
remgnizes this link and calls for sign~lcant increases in
federal infrastmcture spendirrg, particularly for transpo-
rtation and environmental infrastructure.

Budgating

We havegotten a substantialpart of the irrfrastmc-
ture investment that the administration requested for
Ful Year 1994. Next year’s budget will have even more
irrfrastmcture spendirrg for transportation, communica-
tions, and environmental infrastructure.

At the same time, we have to be committed to the goal
of gettirrg the deficit down so that private sector
irrvestment can rise. That is why it is so important to use
infrastructure money wisely.

The admirristration is Imkirrg at Fkral Year 1995and
makirrg hard choices. The Congress has voted a hard
freeze on discretionary spendirrg, which means that there
is not going to be any more money in 1995 in the aggregate
than irr 194, not even allowances for inflation. The
investments we put irr our plans for the FY 1995 budget
are higher by $13 biltion than the discretionary caps.

ff we are to protd these invwtments, irrcludmgthose in
infmatnmture tu which the ~rstion is committed, we
will have to cut wmetbirrg else, and we must he sure that
every irrv=tment wilthe effective. This new budgetmy reality
that we are facing, not just for next year but for the
foreseeable future, is what ACfR’s report is rdt abuut.

Managing and Pricing Infrastructure

This new budgetaq challenge must take us even
beyondthinking about how to make constrained choices
well to thinking about managing the nation’s irrfrastruc-
ture in a new way. ff we do not, we will have only a
mntirruation of past practices.

We ran no longer build our way out of irrfrastmcture
problems. We don’t have the money, the land, or the time.
We have to start thirrkirrg about managing the whole
infrastructure system. That includes managing the de-
mand for infrastructure by pricing it more irrtelligently. If
we build more roads and wider roads but do not price the
use of these roads, there will just be more users. We will
buitd farther out into tbe muntry and we will have longer
commutes. Whh more multi-earner famities, they will all
be driving in dtiferent directions. ff we do not put prices on
these trips, congestion will worsen, economic productivity
will slow, and the environment will suffer.

Now is the time to thirrk about managirrg the highway
system better. mere have been breakthroughs in comput-
ers, communications, and sensor technologies that make
the idea of pricing irrfrastructure more intelligently not
just a textbook theory, but a real possibility.

Demand Management and Pricing. Using demand
management and pricing, including highway mngestion
pricing, is not just a means of fmancirrg. It can make our
use of infrastructure more effective and efficient. It can
provide signals to governments about which investments
are genuinely desired and have high payoff.

Highway congestion is the most obvious example of
our need to use techrrologiral breakthroughs irr imple-
menting demand management. Highway congestion is
increasing annually. More than 70 percent of peak hour
travel on the urban irrteratate highways is considered
cmrgested. It has been estimated that this results in about
1.25 billion vehicle hours lost annually, and irr lots of
wasted gasolirre. The Rxss Transportation Institute
estimated that the annual mst of congestion irr 39 urban
areas mceeds $34 biltiorr, or $2% per resident.

‘fire Intermodal Su~ace ?iamporiation Eficiency Act
~S~A) offera the beginnings of congestion pricirrg.
ISTEA authorized about $25 miltion for five pilot projects
for congestion pricing. Several urban areas have applied
for these funds, and I hope there will be a breakthrough
led by these demonstrations.
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A big breakthrough on this is necessary. ff we are to
price the mst of driving more intelligently, we cannot do
part of the system. We must use mrrgestion fees to
improve transit systems at tbe same time. We must look at
raif systems and express buses. We must have a vision of
what a metropolitan area trarrs~rtation system could be
like if we were able to price highway wrrgestion properly
and use the prnceeds to apeed up the whole network by
improving transit.

Using emerging electronic technology to charge more
for driving on a mrrgested highway–sending users a bill
like a phone bdl that has a higher charge for a more
congested time-will raise anme serious questions, which
come up any tirrre a radical change is made in the way
something is priced. Fust and foremost is the question of
fairness. Is it fair to charge people more to drive at a
congested tirrre or in a congested area? Maybe they have to
be there. We can answer this very serious question only if
we have a strategy for a whole metropolitan area that
provides alternatives that wifl be faster and fairer for
everybndy, and that uses mrrgestion fees to finance faster
transit and alternative routes.

Other-s of Uwr Charges.~ere also are other ~s
of irrfmstrrrcture for which we need to charge the user. One
k a~rt Peak-lmd pricing. Another is to charge more for
the use of water and for the prtiuction of waatewater so Orat
we crate incentives to mrrserve and anomir.e.

We also have to reexamirre existing pricing and
demand management mechanisms. We need to make sure
that user charges accurately reflect the costs and benefits
to infrastructure users—including both the capital and
maintenance costs imposed by users. A prime example is
the weight-distance tax for highway use, referred to as the
axle weight tax. Current fuel taxes simply reftect miles
driven, not the capital and maintenance needs of highway
users, particularly trucks.

Highway capital and maintenance rests rise e~nen-
tially with the load put on the road segment. This does not
simply mean that heavier vehicles do more damage; the
real effect depends on weight per axle. Cliff Winston, of
the Brookirrgs Institution, has esdrrrated that the rear axle
of a 13-ton van causes over l,OMltimes as much damage as
the average automobile. Additional axles distribute the
weight of a vehicle, makmg it less damaging to the
roadway. However, current user charges, based primarily
on fuel use, provide little incentive for using vehicles that
distribute the weight in a less destructive manner. A
system based on axte weight has been estirrrated to have
net benefits of $7 biflion annually.

‘fire politics of this issue are controversial, but they
reflect people’s prevailing sense of fairness. ff we are
going to price irrfrastnrcture more intelligently and use it
more efficiently, we have to think ahmrt faimess—inter-
modal fairness, regional fairness, income fairness, and
about something that I call “reliance fairness.” There are
the people who invested and who built their lives around
the incentives already in the system. Those people feel
that if you change the rules, if you change the pricing to
their disadvantage, then it is unfair. They counted on it

being that way. So we have to think about transitions,
grarrdfathering, and slow movement in the right direction.
But, if we do not start to do it now, we will go on
perpetuating an inefficient system.

Using New Technologies

Another opportunity is presented by the technologies
that can help us manage the infrastructure in a more
effective way. One of those is the Department of
~anspnrtatiorr’s Intelligent Vehicle-Highway System
(fVHS) initiative, or “Smart Cars–Smart Highways.” The
administration has been emphasizing this in a major way.
Brcaktbrorr@s in mmputers and mmmmrication$ artificial
intelligence, expert systems, and other defense-related
technologies can help to increase highway and transit
capacity and efficiency without major new cmrstrrrction.
The IVHS technologies will help us get around land use
constraints while meeting economic growth, environmen-
tal, and budget goals.

IVHS will improve traffic control, warn drivers of
dangerous situations ahead, and make more efficient
use of highway infrastructure. IVHS will include such
things as in-vehicle navigational capabilities that can
help drivers plan efficient routes. When linked to
dynamic traffic reporting systems, IVHS can help
drivers avoid congested areas. The system has been
tested on 2,000 vehicles in Orlando, Florida, and similar
tests are taking place in other areas.

IVffS also will include additional safety technologies,
such as blind-side warning systems, harardous conditions
warnings, and vision enhancements that could help
drivers avoid accidents, damage, loss of life, higher costs,
and enormous increases in congestion.

Learning from Others

On a recent tour of Europe, a U.S. delegation of
federal and state highway officials learned some
interesting facts about European road systems, For
example, Europeans generally build their roads to last
longer, in some cases 40 years versus the U.S. 20-year
standard. They generally build them thicker, with better
bases, and in some cases to withstand the heavier loads
of trucks. Some of the European design practices may
offer significant benefits. Other public infrastructure
program agencies should try to gain similar insights
from other states and countries.

The Europeans also have innovative infrastructure
mrrstruction and operating cnrrtracts and performance
standards. Perforrrrance standards can foster innovation
rather than sirrrply meet the specs, especially when a
mrrtractor has ideas about how to buitd it better.

Perforrrrance standards also offer a pntential to allow
the private sector to demonstrate its technical expertise
and new ideas. As part of the review of perfomrance-based
standards, we need to cmrsider the increased use of
turnkey operations in which a private group designs,
builds, and operates infrastructure based on performance
criteria agreed to in advance. EPA, the Federal ‘ftansit

(continued on page 26)
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Federal Regulation of State and Local Governments:
The Mixed Record of the 1980s

A decade ago, ACIR issued a report on regulatory federalism-the use
of federal regulations aimed at or implemented by state and local
governments. Thii report examines the results of tittiatives to refomr
intergovernmental regulation during the 1980s, especially Executive Order
12612 on Federalism and the State and Local Government Co@Ewimate Act.
The report also inventories a number of new mandates and traces the U.S.
Supreme Court’s evolving ductrirres affecdng intergovernmental regulation.

A.126 1993 $15

Federal Statuto~ Preemption of State
and Local Authority History, Invento~, and Issues

Federal preemptions of state and lw1 authority have increased
significantly since the late 1960s. Of 439 signflmrrt preemption statutes
enacted by the Congress since 1789, more than 53 percent (233) have been
enacted only since 1%9. ‘RIassess the impact of federal preemption and
perceptions regarding various approaches, ACIR srrweyed state elected
officials, agency heads, and the 26 state ACIRS. There was a consensus that
there is tw much federal preemption and that the Congress delegates too
much authority to federal administrators. Nevertheless, many respondents
acknowledge the need for federal preemption under certain circumstances.

In general, state offiis rated highly(1) standard ~ial preemption, (2) a
fedemt statutory pr~lon stiprdating that a state law is valid unless there is a
direct and positive conflict with a federal law, and (3) congressional Petilon
for states to act where no fedead starrti is in effect.

WItb this report, the Co_lon reaffiis its earlier ranunendation
that fedemt preemption, whale neces.vsry in a fedemt systew ought to be
minimized and used ordy as necessary to secure the effective implementation
of mtional policy ad~tcd prrmrrsnt to the Constitution.”

A-121 1992 $10

(see page 47 for order fore)
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Restoring
Public

Confidence
in

Infrastructure
Investment

Thomas M. Downs

A s acting chairman of the Infrastructure
Subcouncil of the Competitiveness Policy Coun-
cil (CPC), I feel passionate about the nation’s
need to get its act together on long-term capital
investment. Probably more than any other na-
tion, the United States has had a dream about
capital. Early in its history, the nation put
much of its wealth into harbors, lighthouses,
canals, railroads, airporta, urban and agricul-
tural water systems, and sanitary sewer sys-
tems. From the beginning, the nation has been
clear on the need to spend money today to get a
good return tomorrow.

Even now, in the hardest of economic times in some com-
munities, bmrd issues for capital investments still pass be-
cause the public trusts in the prospect of a long-term
payoff. We need to reemphasize this long tradition of in-
vesting because we are in danger of losing it. Public trust in
the federal Sovemment’s ability to make sound capital irr-
vestments has been erdmg rapidly.

A degree of public consciousness for increasing
capital investment reemerged during the 1W2 presiden-
tial election, but we are up against a strong negative
~tigo irr the mti that ia t-g almost every capital
uwestment into pork. fn the prq we are in danger of
frittering away a moment when a mtional mnsensus about
capital investment cordd be seized for the common g~.

The March report of CPC statex “Over the last 25
years, there has been a massive underinvestment in U.S.
infrastructure. Federal outlays in Wrastructure in lW
were half the level of 19W. Germany invests about four
times as much as we do in this sector.” The Japanese are
investing $1 trillion in pubic capital over the next 10years
to help build their ewnomic future. The U.S. investment
strate~ is not keeping up with the public capital
investments beirrs made in either Europe or Aaii.

CPC also noted that, ‘The best short-term plan ia a
concerted begirrnins on a coherent long-term effort. That
long-term effort should include well selected projects
with high rates of positive return.” The focus of the task
forces in the ACIR/Corps of Engineers re~rt on
long-term planning and benefit-rest analysis is the best set
of recommendations on the subject that I have seen. I
strongly urge ACIR to continue in th~ direction.

Compelitlvenese end Connectivity
CPC goes on to say “MI levels of government must

approa:h the na,tional transportation system from a
strategic perapectlve of competitiveness. Numerous gaps
now tist on irrternrodal linkages, particularly in rail links
to highways and ports, and in ground access to airports.
The Department of ~rraportation must develop an
effective irrtemrodal strategy, keyed in particular to our
ewr’t efforts. This Strateg should identify trade flows
through major corridors and key linkages.”

These remmmendations strongly suggest that com-
petitiveness and mnnativity of systems are essential
investment criteria. Both are im~r’tant in long-range
ptarrning and in benefit-rest analysis. Competitiveness is
important because the world ia now a ruthless, unforgiving
marketplace. Connectivity is important because no capital
investment stands alone, but is connected to wme other use,
end product, or relationship to another capital facitity.

Maintenance

Another quote from CPC “We need to sharply
increase the incentives to state and local officials to stress
maintenance. Requiring public reports on the status of
maintenance activities is one approach; another is to have
bonds and grants carry ‘covenants’ that lay out a schedule
of maintenance.” It also is possible to measure and report
on the national status of public capital by measuring its
aPPrOfimate value, life, and maintenance requirements.
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Capital Budgeting
CPC remmmends

●

●

●

●

Establishing a capital budget for tbe federal
government lie those irr every state government
and most foreign governments;

~ming around the federal government’s pork
barrel approach to infrastructure, which has bred
so much cynicism ahmrt infrastructure Wendin&

Seriously reassessing the congressional structure
to handle capital investment, to reduce the usual
four mmmittees per house isrvolved in any
dec~lonmaking on authorizations and appropri-
ations; and

Fullv fundin~ the authorization levels in the
Intekodal S;rface Transportation Eflciency Act
and adding $12.5 bdlion to focus on national
mobility needs.

It is essential to rationalize the government’s invest-
ment process by distinguishing clearly between current
and capital expenditures. It is crucial that such investment
be financed res~nsibly. CPCbelieves “that irdrastmcture
investment, buitding on the tradition of the Highway ~st
Fund, should be financed directly by earmarking the pro-
ceeds from any increase irr the nation’s gasoline tax.”
There should be stronger remgnition of the need for de-
pendable and dedicated fccndirrg for capital irrvestment.
Without it, the remmmendations abut long-range plan-
ning and professionalization of the benefit-cost analysis
process are futile.

Demaga Control
In an interim review of its remmmendations, the

Infrastructure Suhuncil found sign~lcant damage from
the recent irrfrastructure ~rk barrel debate. Several
recommendations came out of that review.

First, an adequate, stable funding mechanism
remains an absolute necessity for a productive infra-
structure sector. Long-term investment cannot proceed
ifit isupforgrabsin each year’sbudget cycle. Thegastss
has more or less held its own in recent years because the
resources are still seen as user fees dedicated to capital
purposes. Aa the Congress begins to use the gas tax for
deficit reduction, the elusive goal of stable user fees
recedes. Worse, it may turn into another federal
preemption of local tasing capabilities with no net gain
in capital investment.

Second, it is hard for the federal government to
separate short-term spending from long-term investment
because the budget mises the two indistinguishably.
Valuirrg all uses of money with a one-year perspective
leads to unwise uses of tax dollary it almost guarantees
that capital needs will be SadIced for short-terrrr cash
flow necessities. Although one remedy might be a capital
budget for the federal government, it is remgrrized that
this has been recommended at least since 1952 with little
result. For now, CPC remmmends that the Office of
Management and Budget prepare, and the Congress

separately mnsider and vote on an annual irrvestment
budget that would provide a clear diatirrction between
isrvestment and operating expenses.

Thiid, with little enthusiasm for new spending and
waning public mtildence that the federal money being
invested is being spent wisely, we need a moratorium on
new demonstration projects, including those for water
projects, highway and transit demonstrations, ai~rts,
and other facilities. Such projects have proliferated
without regard for state and local priorities. The Congress
should agree on criteria for funding needed demonstra-
tions because there are legitimate areas in which the
federal government should be the lead investor irr
developing and demonstrating new technologies. Intelli-
gent vehicle-highway projects (fVHS) and high-speed rail
are two examples.

AU the old arguments agairrst a federal capital
budget–that it will be another umbrella under which to
hide operating costs and an excuse for not balancing the
federal budget–are excuses designed to preseme the
ability of the Congress to slip capital irrvestment money
into short-term spending. We must have a capital budget if
we are to protect sound mpital investments from the
current deficit reduction rush.

Finally, we have to have deficit reduction and new
investments. Aa long as these two things are seen as
mutually exclusive, we will be at a dead end. We will be
unable to compete irrtemationally because we will be
bleeding ourselves dry internally to plug holes in our
deficit. We will allow ourselves to do that becacrse we have
no capital budget, no mncept of a sound national
irrvestment strategy.

Stranglhaning tha ACIR Report
The mnference report from ACIR and the Corps of

Engineers is on the mark, and it could be strengthened
even further irr three areas

(1) Put more emphasis on international competitive-
ness. It has to be part of the criteria for
long-range planning and benefit-cost analysis.
Capital is no longer just local.

(2) Focus even more on the role that a federal capital
budget can play irr the deficit wars.

(3) Push for more dedicated, long-term capital
funding. Innovative funding, even for certain
kinds of capital projects, is simply an excuse to
avoid some very tough federal questions about
dedicated long-term capital irrveatments and the
proper role of the fecfed govement. Innovative
financing wifl k too srnaft to solve the problem.

Finally, the government that is closest to the con-
stmction project is the best government to decide how to
do it, where to do it, and what needs to be done. Public
tmst starts at home.

Thomas M. Downs is Commissioner of Trarrs-

portation, State of New Jersey, and Acting

Chairman of the Infrastructure Subcouncil, Com-
petitiveness Policy Council.
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Views from the Congress

Sen. Bob Graham
Committee on Environment and Public Works

The Subcommitteeon Clean Water, Fisheries,and
Wildlife of the Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works, which I chair, has jurisdiction over the Clea
WaterAct, among other things. We are in the rearrthoriza-
tion process, and many of the suggestions in the
ACIR/CoWs of Engineers repm’t wifl receive attention.
The report is a thoughtful and constructive contribution to
public policy, in the best tradition of the Adviwry
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.

I am also the err-chair of the Congressional
Itimstmcture Caucus, which was established in 1991.The
purpose of the caucus is educational. We try to bring to tbe
members of Congress the best thinking on infrastructure
and begin to build a mnstituenq for srrppm’t within the
Congress. We hope to open a serious discussion about
where the nation, not just the federal government, should be
goiog with our mmmitment to an adquate infrastructure.

Deficits

We talk a lot about the deficit we are facing. The
centerpiece of the President’s eeonomic plan is a $500
billion reduction irrthe federal budget deficit over the next
five years. That is one fairly obvious and quantifiable
aspect of our national deficit.

But we have other deficits, and one of the most
serious is that we have been disinfesting irr infrastructure
for a very long time. That is the kind of disirrvestment that
you don’t see immediately, but you begin to assess and feel
its implications over time.

One of the discouraging things to me is to comeback
from places like Buenos Aires, where they have been
disirrvestingirr their infrastnrcture for about a century,
and see many American cities beginning to look like the
Buenos Aires of the world.

The Federel Role in Infrastructure

Historically, infrastrrrcturein tbe United States has
been a state and local responsibility. The role of the
federal government is largely a product of the post-World
War II era, particularly the last 25 years.

Why has the federal government become so irrvolved
in infrastructure? One reason irr fiaral capacity. The
federal government had the resources to become a major
player. When the C/can WarerAcf was passed in 1972, the
national debt was less than $500 billion. ~ put that in
context, we are goirrg to add almost $3Ml billion to the
national debt in 1993alone, bringing the total to about $4.5
trillion. The position of the federal government has
changed dramatically.

There also was a question about the administrative
capability of state and local governments to accept
increased responsibilities. There was a defense orienta-
tion (in fact, the official name of the Interstate Highway

System is the Defense Highway System). It is interesting
how closely the nation’s infrastructure has been related to
the military. George Washirrgton and Thomas Jefferson
observed a lack of trained engineers in America, and their
respunse was to establish the Anrry Corps of Engineers.

me federal govenurrent rdso rame to a high level of
entio~enti mntiouanesa earlier than most state and
Ioral govemnrents. There was federal Ieademhip on infm-
stmcture proms su& aa wastewater treatment facilities.

Most of the reasons fora surge of federal government
involvement in infrastructure after World War II have
changed in recent year3. This mumed not only berause of
the deteriorating fiscal position of the federal government
but also because of the increased capacity of state and
local governments and the greater professionalization of
their staffs—a factor for which ACIR can take some
considerable credit. In addition, the national defense
rationale is less relevant. may, the environmental
movement has a much more pewasive influence than
national defense.

Rsalloeating Infrastructure Responsibility

~is is the time to ask some basic questions about the
best allocation of infrastructure responsibilities between
the federal government and state and loral governments. I
would like to suggest four principles to guide that
discussion.

(1) The management and financing of the primary
components of the nation’s infrastructure shurdd be as.
signed to a single level of government.

~is is necesamy because of the increased rest, delay,
and inefficiencies that result from the practice of having
all governments involved in decisions. If you are going to
build a road of almost any 3eale, for irrstance, you wifl be
involved with lml planning and zoning, state manage-
ment, federal mandates, and a combination of state and
federal funding.

In the Clean Water Act reauthorization hearings, we
received dismuraging testimony indimting that the $22.5
billion being appropriated each year to support the state
revolving loan fund, which assists l-l communities in
building required wastewater treatment facilities, sup-
plies only enough funding to cover the additional cost of
meeting federal specifications. In other words, there is
relatively little benefit in terms of advancing the cause of
wastewater treatment construction.

A considerable lack of awountability results when
multiple governments are involved. For example, 1voted
against the Intermodal Surface Transportation EficienqAct
of 1991 (ISTEA) because I thought it was deceptive.
Berause the act is so underfunded in terms of the federal
respnnsibllity for construction and maintenance, the
nation’s highways and transit systems are guaranteed to be
in worse rendition at the end of the six-year authorization
period than they were in 1991.
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mere alao is a tendency to distort priorities when
multiple governments b-me involved. For example,
IS~A bases its funding allocations on the 1980 Census
and carries that through 1997.The Cfean WaterAc/ is even
worse, diatniuting $2.5 bfllion based on a formula using a
1978 ~ent of needs. Such distortions enmurage
members of Congrm to generate - projects in oder to
get aro~d the inequities in the basic atloeation. me ClrQO
WdrrA nnwincludessbnut $5CilWon in specist projm
that don’t meet sny standard of relative need or priority.

(2) The raspnnsible government should ha state or 10.
eel for most components of the nation’s infrastructun.

ficept in eases, lie avistion, that clearly require a na-
tional perspective, I believe that placing infrastructure re-
aponsibitity in state and lnral governments wifl prnduce
benefits. That ia where the joy of being able to deliver the
benefits meets the pain of having to pay for them most ef-
fectively. This creates a discipline in justifying the worthi-
ness of each project.

me federal government cannot afford its cument
level of wmmitments to infrastructure finance. Therefore
we are seeing things, like tbe Smface Trampotiation Act, in
which we are systematically underfunding, over-promia-
tig, and under-delivering in one program sfter another.
~is practice ia eontniuting to disinvestment.

Economic development also should be prinrarify
Iocaliied and, because infrastructure is one of the key
components of an ecnnomic development strategy, it
should be primarify lnralized.

(3) To help state and local governments raw out
those responsibilities, the federal government should be
the primary financer of health rare and income mainte.
nanee programs; cnntinue, and where appropriate in.
craase, access by state and local governments to tax.free
bond financing for infrastructu~ and provide additional
flsral capacity for states, or at least avoid further erosion
of cmrent rapacity.

In Ftorida, in recent y~ra, about 75 percent of the in-
crease in state revenue from normal anomie growth, as
opposed to changes in the tsx system, has been going to
pay the additional costs of heslthcare, primarily Medicaid.
It is critical that, as part of the national health care reform
movement, the federal government relieve the states of
Medicaid w they will have the capacity to aeeept some of
the new health program responsibilities.

We alan need to mntirrue to provide awess to tsx-free
bond financing to enhance, or at least avoid further
impinging on, state fiaral capacity.

(4) The federal government should continue to have a
m~or role in financing maintenance of federally provided
infrastructure. To help make this affordable, the federal
government should have a primary role in infrastructure
research and development and in helping introdua inno-
vative technologies that will have nationwide benefits.

We are gobrg to send abnut $15 btilion to $16 bfllion
thm year in federsl funding to the states for highway pro.
grams. me estimated cost to maintain the federal invest-

ment in the federal highway system, primarify the
Interstate system, ia about $6 biftion to $8 billion. I would
begin to move toward establishing this maintenance por-
tion as the new level of federal assistance to the states and
give them prima~ responsibitity to make any further en-
hancements of the highwsy system.

The federal government also has a key role in
infrastructure research, practical applications, and devel.
oping and assisting in the introduction of new and
innovative technologies, such as high-speed rail.

Rep. Bob Carr
Chairman, Transportation Appropriations
Subcommittee

The ~nsportation AppropriationsSubcommittee,
which I chair, undertook an experiment this year by
starting its FY 194 appropriations hearings not with
panels of transportation experts but with emnomic
e~ects. Our emphasis was to try to figure out the
relationship between transportation spending and the
economy. We learned a great deal. First, we need to know
more. Atl those tiks about pork barreling just rail and
flaif at the Congress and its lack of judgment. But, there ia
a dearth of really good information, widely accepted,
widely distributed, and widely known about how to make
critical dectilons about public investment.

The committee set out, with help from those who
have given a lot of thought to the problem, to fmd out how
to estimate an economic rate of return on a public
investment. Private business has the bottom line of profit
and loss. Government, however, generally is asked to do
things which we need to have done that by their nature do
not make money. Otherwise, some private sector opera-
tion would be doing them. Government is a nonprofit
venture, and it is difficult to measure its economic rate of
return or benefit-cost ratio.

Distributional Strategies

Over the years, the Congress has adopted a variety of
strategies that have virtually nothing to do with emnomics
or investment. They have been underpinned largely by
d~tributional strategies, not investment strategies. We
rsise the gas tsx, for example, to fund the highway and
bridge program, and then we use a formula that just
returns that money across the country without a lot of
criteria about how the money gets spent. Of course, we
hope that g~d judgment is used to make smart
investments for the gocd of the nation. But, when that
happens, it is almost a matter of @incidence.

The Formulrr Problem

One problem with distributional strategies is that
formulas are no more pure than the directed pork,
because you can embed pork in a six-year ISTEA formula
and declare permanent victory for certain states over
others. My state is a donor state. In terms of populat ion,
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miles of mad, and vehicle mifes traveled, Michigan should
be somewhere between seventh and ninth irr ISTEA
allocations, but it ranks number 11. There are states with
far fewer miles, far fewer people, far fewer motor vehicle
mites traveled that get more money. Forrmdas do not have
a logic other than distributing money across the country,
and sometimes they do it unfairly. Because the fomrulas
are set in authorization bitls that go on for years, they
create a mnltiymr dmtsge, making donor states wait a
long time for an opportunity to romcct those deficiencies.

The Perspective Problem

Another problem with distributional strategies is that
the federal government raises the money and just gives it
back to state and local governments, which decide how to
spend it. I agree that the government that is closest to the
people is the best government, but from an investment or
economic point of view, that is not necessarily the best way
to get the greatest bang for the buck.

The local perspective often is not a national perspec-
tive it doesn’t fit into a national strategy. Arrd if the
criterion for public spending is to get an economic rate of
return that is at least as good as in tbe private sector, or at
least as good as if it were spent on the highest national
priority, then I thirrk you can see that distributional
strategies just float money around the country without
much assurance of real benefit.

In transportation, particularly, investment strategies
are heavify tilted toward economic development. So you
end up with a lot of “Field of Dreams” kiuds of things.
State or local officials want to build light rail systems to do
various ~es of social engirreering, or airports in the hope
that everybtiy wifl come and it will be a big hub that will
generate a lot of busirress and new jobs.

Although buifding such projects may create some jobs
and some economic sdnmlus for a particular area, the toti
effect on the national economy may k to create unemploy-
ment, if those dolfars mufd have heen ktter spent some
place else with a higher emnomic rate of return. It is very
hard to move th~ +nditures around with distributional
strategies compared to investment strategies.

Tfre problem is that it is politically unacceptable to get
away from distiutionaf strategies tiuse there is no faith,
either among the American ~ple or mrrong those in
govenmrent, that investments W k made ftily without
some fonruda. We need to enrarge the ponion of the pie that
people with economic irrvestment discipline can duect for
the good of the mtion, and try to bcf up those things that
we can do to prevent huge -Iative public works
investments that are a dragon the ovedl mtionsl economy.

For gple, the Denver Airport, in my judgment, was a
misplaced priority in tenrrs of our mtion’s investment. We
would have gotten more hang for the buck a greater ovemlf
economic rate of return to our entire economy, if that money
had been used to increase the capacity of a dozen a~rrs as
OPPOSCdto building one new airport.

Eatimathrg the Risk

Distributional strategies also make very little use of
risk assessment. We need to estimate the chances that

benefits will result from the investments we are about to
make. When we get someone before our committee
saying, “Congressman, give us this light rail system
because it will have 50,000 riders per day by the year
2000: we do not know how likely that is. We have found
that ridership forecasts tend to be largely promotional;
they were used to get local support for a project. We see
ridership forecasts from all over the country, and they
just don’t hold up. When challenged, the sponsors start
lowering their estimates. In one example, the number
was lowered to 35,000 people a day, and when the
project was under construction and the money was
committed, the number dropped to 12,000 riders. Well,
at 12,000 riders a day, the project was not cost-effective.
It is a loser and a drag on the overall national economy.

So we have to find a way, without totally overruling
local decisionmaking, to have some kind of check and
balance in our national infrastructure programs. If local
people want federal money in a local project, we have tn
have some assurance that it will be a sound investment
from a national point of view.

The Transportation Appropriations Sutimmittee
has developed a questionnaire to support our investment
strategies. We ask proponents of airway, highway, and
transit projects to justify their projects as economic
investments. We are still trying to perfect that document.
We also are developing a spreadsheet that wifl enable us to
analyze the responses to see, on a risk assessment basis,
whether what we are being told is fact or fiction. We do not
have all the answers, but the questionnaire embodies the
best of what we have learned so far.

The administration is supporting this new approach,
We believe it represents an oppofiunity to get a better
return for the taxpayers’ dollars. After all, that’s why we
all are in gnvemment.

The National Guard
Defending the Nation and the Statea

Tjds study focuses on intergovernmental
isauea mncerning the control and operation of
the National Guard. The role of the Guard in
the 191 Persian Gulf operations highlighted its
place in the nation’s defense system. Equally
important is the Guard’s role in domestic
affaira (i.e., emergeney preparedness and civil
disturbances) under the mntrol of the gover-
nors. The report contains recommendations on
dual control of the Guard by the federal and
state governments, the future of the Guard in
the context of national security and state needs,
and opportunities for improved intergovern-
mental cooperation.

A.124 1993 $15

(see page 47 for order fomr)
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Local Government Autonomy
Needs for State Constitutional, Statutory,
and Judicial Clarification

ACIR urges states to clarify local home rule provisions and increase
di3eretionary powem for local governments. The Census Bureau munted
S6,743 units of local government in 1992. ml home rule is now available
in most states either by statute or institutional provision. State
institutional prov~lons for local self-government are singled out for
special attention in th~ report. ?lrey are the mmerstones on which any
sound theory of local government autonomy can be built. ACIR also
remmmends that state and national associations of lural governments
provide legal suppnrt to advocating local initiative powers and immunity
from the reach of state government, and that state and federal courts
reconsider local government as entailing citizen rights of lwI setf-govem-
ment, not merely as creatures of the states.

A.127 1993 $10

State Solvency Regulation
of Property-Casualty and Life Insurance Companies

me increase in insumnce company faitures dining the past several
years has generated concerns abmrt the adequacy of state regulation of the
insurance industry and calls for federal intervention and preemption of
state regulation. The Commission believes that states can remedy the
problems in state regulation, that the federal government should help
facilitate better state regulation, and that the federal role irr regulating
depository institutions does not inspire cofildence in the abtlty of the
federal government to do a better job regulating the insurance industry
than the state governments. Among the Commission’s recommendations
are that the federal government not preempt state regulation of insurrrncq
states consider options to increase the capacity of their guaranty funds, and
states mnsider entering interstate compacts for liquidation and guaranty
funds proceedings.

A.123 1992 $20

(see page 47 for order fore)
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Views from Federal Agencies
Mortimer Downey
Deputy Secretary of Tranepotiation

The Department of ~nsportation (DOT) places
great importanceon infrastructure investmentsand on
ways to work more effectively with our federal, state, and
local partners to focus the investments w they can be both
cost effective and environmentally acmnd.

Federal Partnere

Despite differences in our approaches to funding
infrastructure, DOT, the U.S. Arnry Corps of Engineers,
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have a
lot in mmmon, and we have a track remrd and a future
intent to work together. For example, in 1992, the Corps,
EPA and DOT signed an important Memorandum of
Understanding that will improve coordination, emphasize
irmovative and rest-effective planning approaches, and
integrate requirements of the National Environmental
Po/icyAct and Section 404 of the Clean WaterAct. This kind
of cooperation makes planning and project development
simpler and more effective for state and local agencies. It
is the wave of the future.

An effort is under way by EPA and DOT with respect
to conformity regulations under the Clean Water Act and
the planning and management system requirements
under the Interrrrodal Surface Trmporration Eficierrq Act
(ISTEA). Again, this is an effort to make sure we do not
duplicate requirements but apply them effectively to the
kind of decisionmaking that needs to take place.

Inveelment Stretegy

DOT’s goal is to ensure that Wrce federal, state, and
1-1 financial resources are used wisely, and that the
nation and the economy get the highest return that they
can from our investments. The strategic infrastructure
study that ACIR has cumpleted in cooperation with the
Corps is an important step in moving us toward that goal,
helping us identify and encourage gnud practice in
infrastructure management, and developing a consensus
among the broad spectrum of interested parties about the
issues and best practices.

The remmmended four-point strategy is relevant to
DOT programs. It emphasizes selecting high-quality
investments that will be based on detailed analysis;
ensuring effective, efficient, and equitable regulations;
and ensuring affordability of programs while encouraging
innovative financing. DOT agrees with all those points
and is working to translate them into new ways for the
federal government to look at enhancing the nation’s
basic infrastructure.

Presidential Leederahip

The action agenda spelled out in the report calls for
presidential and congressional leadership. President
Clinton has put great emphasis on the need for

infrastructure investment. In A fision of Change for
America, we set out a blueprint for how increasing
investments can be a foundation of economic growth,
and we are following that blueprint.

Wrrsportation is one of the key underpinnings in that
program. For FY 194, more than 70 percent of the
department’s resources will go toward investments in
highway, rail, transit, and aviation infrastructure.

Dediceted Revenues

Another key point in the ACIR report ia that funding
for infrastructure irrvestments should come from dedi-
cated sources of revenue designed to encourage multiyear
stability for planning long-term investment and for
maintaining existing facilities cost effectively. The DOT
budget derives 77 percent of its funding from such
dedicated user fees, and it really shows how stable funding
can work to assure mntinuity in the investment area. We
cannot espand that investment without expanding user
fees, but we have shown how it works and we think it is a
model that other agencies muld follow.

Regulations

Secretary Federico Pena has directed DOT admin-
istrators to review current and planned regulatory
requirements carefully to be sure they do not impose
unreasonable burdens on those the department regulates,
irrclrrdinz state and local agencies that receive infrastruc-
ture gra;ts.

In March 1993, the department issued a notice of
proposed rrdemaklng on the ak ISTEA management
systems that will provide the states and us with data to
better address surface transportation infrastructure issues
and infornr the planning and decisionmaking prncess. The
six systems are highway pavement, bridges, highway
safety, traffic congestion, public transportation facilities
and equipment, and interrrrudal facilities and equipment.

Performance Reports

In its 1993 biennial report, for the first time, the
department issued an integrated analysis of transit and
highway needs and perfornrance. The report’s highlights
are irrrportant in terms of system benchmarks for highway
and transit, and they show how the prucess of planning and
analysis can be used to support better decisionmaklng.

Some of the conclusions are that highway pavement
conditions have been inrproving throughout the 19f30sand
1990s,but congestion is still a problem and is increasing on
urban highways. We found, overall, that highway bridge
conditions have stabilized, and the number of structurally
deficient bridges decreased. Not such good news, the
average age of transit buses esceeds the federally recom-
mend~ age by wme 20 to 35 percent. ~nsit fmaneial
perfornrance is decliniig, with the cost per passenger mile
increasing 17 percent between 19M and lW.

The best news is that the fatality rate on our systems is
the lowest ever. But we need to cmrtinue safety efforts
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becausemore than 39,~ people died in highway crashes
last year, far too high a number.

We expect to complete an integrated highway and
transit report irr March 1994 that will introduce a new
effort to provide a national economic assessment of our
highwy investments, putting a user dimensioninto the
needs analysis prncess. In the past, we evaluated the
impact of users on the performance of highways. The new
model also will allow us to evaluate the irrrpact of highway
performance and conditions on users–what costs are
being irrrposed-and to establish useful cost-benefit
criteria for analyzing various wenarios of highway needs.

With state and Iml governments, we are reexamirr-
ing highway design criteria. We are mmirrg close to
concluding that we could cost justify a much longer life of
our facilities and save nn reduced maintenance and less
frequent recmrstmction.

When DOT sent its annual report to the Congress
this year on the alluca.tion of transit new-start funds, we
said, here is what we think should be done with the funds,
here is the basis on which we analyzed the data, and here
are the conclusions we draw. The Congress was urged to
look at this information and the ranking the department
puts on the projects before it makes its decisions. These
facts have had some influence on the Congress.

Innovative Financing

me departrrrent is loukirrg at irrrruvative fweing
mechanisms. They are not the answer to every prublem, but
they are an answer that we need to USC,edly where new
capacity is Wing buitt and where public and primte money
can be fmscd on titicalty needd inrprnvements.

IS~A broke new ground in infrastructure financing.
It provided new tmls to allow gnvemment to be
innovative and flexible enough to provide and attract
capital to anme key infrastructure needs. It relaxes
restrictions on using toll fmancirrg and authorizes states to
lend federal funds to private developers.

A concrete example of the applicability of this new
fmarrcing initiative could be meeting the infrastructure
needs that witf foUowfrom the trade oppurturrities that will
be genemted by the North American Free Me &ee-
ment. DOT haa studies underway to amlyr.e those key trade
corridors and explore horder needs and how we can fwce
thtwe and other infrastructure projects kst in the future.

Another area where we see the possibility of using
innovative financing and expanding partnerships with
state and lncal governments and the private sector is in our
high-speed ground transportation initiative. The Presi-
dent’s budget recommended a five-year program of $1.3
bfllion in grants to facilitate the development of ground
transportation and the development of innovative tech-
nolo~. We hope to see the total investment leveraged to
at least $2.5 bitlion through a network of partnerships with
public and private entities.

Performance PiIota
Finally, the department suppnrts the Government

Perfomrance and Rssults Act of 1993, which requires
federal agencies to develop strategic plans, set perform-

RTS 1991
State Revenue Capacity and Effort

W~th RTS 1991: State Rsvenue Capacity and
Efiort, ACIR mntirrues its tradition of providing
Worrnation on the retative emnoraic well-being and
fiil performance of the states. ACIR developed
the Representative W System ~S) and the
Representative Revenue System (RRS) to improve
mr avaifable measures of state revenue capacity and
effort. Tlrese measures show state and local gover-
nment capacity to collect k aa well as nontax
revenue.

Why measure state fiscal capacity’!

● Tb facilitate comparative jiscal arrafysis by
state and revenuebase.

● Tbprovidepar~ectivs on ecorwmic trsnds.

● lb aid in derigrrirrgfederal grorrtformulas.

Why use RTS and RRS?

● They meeaure govermnenta’mti abilitiea
to roi.remer relative to a mtioml average.

● ‘fheyare co~rdemiw, measuring all major
tax amrrces and nonti anurces that contrib-
ute to a government’s abiity to raise
revenue.

● They are the rm.fyirrdicutorsthat measure
ful capacitym a mue-fry-wenae basis.

● They are madify understandable .rysterrr.rthat
are used by many state and federal
policymakera and analysts.

R~ 1991: Stie Revenue Gpaci@ and wort–

● Contains tables and graphs on RTS and RRS
arranged by revenue base and state.

● Discusses recent changes in states’ revenue
capacity and effort.

● Compares ~S and RRS with other capaci~
measures.

● Includes historical data.

M.187 130 pages $20

(see page 47 for order form)
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Characteristics
of Federal Grants-in-Aid

to State and @al Governrttenk
Grants Funded FY 1993

Thetotalnumberof fedemt grants to state and
Id governments increased from 557 to 593 be-

tween 1991 and 1993. Gmnt outlays rose to $206.4
~illion in 1993 from $152 bfllon in 1991, an ineresse
of 36 percent. The number of categorical gmnt
programs grew from 543 in 1991 to a high of 578 for
1993.The largest numbers of new categorical grants
were in health; edrrration, training, employment, and
til aedms; and naturaf resorrmes and e“virrm.
ment. There were 15 block grants in 1993. About 75
percent of all grant aid is distriirrted by formulas and
the rest on a discretionary basis. Medicaid, the
largest formula program, aarrnts for about 39
percent of all grant outlays. Categorical grants
mntimre to expand, with project gmnts showing the
greatest growth.

M.188 1994 $10

Federal Grant Pro~ams
in Fiscal Year 1992

Their Numbers, Sims,
and Fra@entation 3ndexes

in Wlstoricrd Perspective

me federal-aidsystemk morefragmentedthan
ever. Using a “fragmentation index,” baaed on
number and size, to compare 21 groups of federal
grants programs, ACIR found that only enerW,
trmtaportation, and health redueed the number of
small grants and inmeaaed large grants since 19813.In
199A about 92 percent of f~eral grants to state md
local governments were funded by only 10permrrt of
federal-aid money. Despite efforts to consolidate
grants during the 19W the system stitl bad 506
micro-grants out of a total of 553. In 1992 the three
largest grant programs-Medicaid, Highway Plan-
ning and Constmction, and AFDC-got half of all
grant money. Grant funding in 1S92 ranged from
Medicaidat $69.6 billion to Appatschimr Community
Development at $22,000,

SR.14 1993 $10

(see page 47 for order form)

mrce goals, and report results amually to the Congress
and OMB. It calls for a pitot program to carry out these ef-
forts and perhaps relm some of the restraints on manage-
ment in at least ten agencies.

Conclualon
The ACIR task forces suggested comprehensive

legislationto try to implementthe infrastructurerecom-
mendations.It isnot cIearwhetherthat isthe rightwayto
go, or whether we should do it incrementallythrough
existingprograms.The keyis to get the changesmadein
all the programsin the best possibleway.

Weneed to work on dedicated fundirrg. We also need
to make the Congress a partner in these efforts. There has
been some congressional interest in establishing invest-
ment criteria. However, there alw is continued interest in
the designation of demonstration projects and special
allmtions. If that is the direction things are going to go,
we could just cede all deeiaionmaking to the Congress. But
to get a maximum return on our investment, there must be
a more comprehensive approach.

G. Edward Dickey
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

We all became aware of the im~rtance of infrastruc-
ture to the health of our economy as we looked at the flood
problems of the Midwest last summer. It is obvious that we
face important dmisions abut how to reconstruct that
infrastructure. Some of the lessons in the ACIR/Corps of
Engineers report may help us as we address these issues.

The task force consultation process that the Commis-
sion conducted worked well. Many federal agencies
participated in the effort to bring a broad range of
perspectives to the infrastructure dectilonmatdng process
and help build consensus. Many of the concepts here have
been followed by the Corps of Engineers more or less
successfully for many years, and we have learned many
lessons, particularly in the last 20 years, when there has
been enomous change in the Civil Worka program.

Investment Analysis
In its water project evaluation, the CUTS has

followed a rather furmal process uf benefit-cost analysis.
Indeed, when one looks across federal agencies at a model
uf benefit-cost analysis, one is drawn toward the Corps’
program. The analysis ranges frum the rather simple for
relatively straightforward small flood contrul prujects to
quite elaborate, qensive systems simulations in connec-
tion with inland navigation improvements. There has been
a tremendous increase in the aophistimtion of the analysis
in the last 20 years.

But, we continue to have problems tith analyses
because the market for economic analysis has been
limited, until recently, tu the mecutive branch of the
federal guvemment. Its use does nut go much beyond the
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internal review processes of the Corps of Engineers and
the Department of the Army, and, of course, the Office
of Management and Budget, and it functions primarily
as a project review method in formulating the Presi-
dent’s program. The cost sharing reforms of 1986,
however, created a whole new audience for these types
of analyses, which, along with the projects that flow
from them, have important financial implications for
the Corps’ cost-sharing partners.

Tbii change has been remarkable. For esample,
before the rest-sharing act, the American Association of
Pofl Authorities objected to the Corps doing regional
analyses of deep-draft harbor projects. They believed this
to be a waste of money, that it was sufficient to look at each
individual harbor to see whether it made emnomic sense,
without regard to the impacts on adjacent harbors. Now,
with the rest-sharing reforms, a regional pun analysis is
the first thing that some of the project sporrsnrs ask for,
either from the Corps or on their own. They are not ahnut
to put their money into a harbnr improvement that does
not make emnomic sense and attract the kind of traffic
needed to justify the investment.

For the inland navigation system, a fuel tax goes into a
trust fund that finances half the cost of improvements to
the waterway. When the fuel tax was enacted, an
11-member advisory bnard was established to represent
the inland waterways industty. The bnard meets at least
twice a year to review the status of the Corps’ investment
program and to make recommendations to the Secretary
and to the Congress abmrt progmm priorities. The board
has forced the Corps to do what the Secretary’s office and
the Office of Management and Budget were unable to get
it to do for a decade-to lnnk at waterways improvements
projects as part of a national investment program, and to
evaluate one against the other to set priorities.

It is very difficult to implement many of these
irnprnvements adminiitratively, even when we ao agree on
their irrrpnrtance. We need a complementary pricing
structure, in terms of mt sharing of new investments or cost
ravety or whatever. pricing pnlicy is a pnwerful til that
can create incentives and new audiencea for grind analysis.

Investment fmlicy, cost sharing policy, and pricing
policy mmplement each other and suppnrt gd analysis.
Together, they can do much to substitute for formal
requirements for analysis.

Operetion end Maintenance

The Corps of Engineers maintains an enormous
infrastructure with a replawment mst of well over
$100 billion. It includes inland waterways, multiple
purpose reservoirs, flnod levies, and much more. Abnut
half of the Corps of Engineers’ budget, about $1.7 bdlion,
goes annually to infrastructure maintenance.

The Corps has a formal and diaciplincd operations
and maintenance system, yet eWenditure productivity and
perfornrance-based indimtors remain elusive. The Corps
has remntly moved more toward indicators of perform-
ance, but we must be careful of what I call the tyranny of
averages. We need indicators that go beyond those simple
averages, as difficult as that might be.

The Corps’ experience has yielded two lessons on
maintenance. One is a program called REMER, which has
gone back from 20 to W years to look at performance and
review design standards for new structures to determine
whether they may be too stringent. This review, built on
experience, has led to sign~lcant savings in maintenance
and rehabilitation.

The Corps alsn has done a study of its maintenance
practices that is expected to be used to develop standards
that will be applied in all of the 37 Corps districts. The
districts operate quite independently. Providing reasorr-
able and rest-effective maintenance standards that can be
applied across the hard can relieve each district of the
need to fmd the best approach.

pricing operations and maintenance is a difficult
challenge. Historically, the fncus has been on cnst
recovery. Experience has shown, however, that cost
remvery is the mong focus of pricing pnlicy. The focus
should be efficient use of esisting resources. In almost all
cases, efficient pricing leads to more than just cnst
remvery-to a “profit,” if you wil–which for most
government programs is an embarrassment that is
somehow viewed as unfair. Efficient pricing leads to
minirniziig the requirement for new capital expenditures.
When you make the best use of tisdrrg facilities, you
don’t need to build new ones as fast.

The role of pricing will be growing. In a 1977 study of
pricing navigation projects, we talked about mngestion
fees as a way of managing congestion and esisting
facilities. In fact, a Corps study shows that there are
enormous economic benefits to appropriate pricing at
mngested lncks. Such a system would avoid having
long-distance, high-value commodities sit for a couple of
days while barges of sand and gravel going a cnuple miles
are tying up the Inck. Back then, the idea was treated with
contempt by the Congress and the industry. The industry
saw congestion pricing as a scheme to avoid spending
money on new lwks and dams. From the viewpoint of an
emnomist, appropriate mngestion pricing is just a way of
promoting efficient resmrrce use.

Nontraditional Use of Benefit-Coat Analyaia

Although the Corps is noted for its work in economic
infrastructure-such as lwks, dams, and reservoirs-in
recent times, much of the Corps’ planning e~ertise in the
Civil Works program has been devoted to natural habitat
restoration projects. me Corps also does a lot of hazard
and tosic waste cleanup work in its military role.)

Using incremental analysis and consideration of
alternatives, and careful scaling of projects, in environ-
mental restoration we find that there is an enormous
ignorance about the underlying scientific cause-and-effect
relationships.

The Corps is studying the restoration of the Ever-
glades ecnwstem. The underl~in~ uremise is that if you
~estore the historical hydrologic r;l~tionships, the histbric
vegetation and emsystem, in its broadest sense, will be
restored. That’s a big act of faith, and it entails a cnmplex
scientific problem of specifying what is wanted. The first
decision is what natural hydrologic cycle is to be restored.
Even that, it turns out, ia no small job. So, we have a
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nontraditional problem with serious traditional barriers.
We cannot make a straightforward application of the
principles of benefit-rest analysis or cost-effectiveness
analysis to these areas.

Pricing and the mt shmirrg pnficies sre apfdicable in
these areas. fn the Corps’ 1992%immee River restoration
study, for exsmple, realiim was intrudud by the adoption
of a 50-~ mst-shadng pnlicy with the State of Florids. Thii
made evetyone ragnize that liiitcd budgets mrant beiig
careful about apendmg on an individual project.

Conclusion

It is very impnrtant to package cost-sharing and
investment policy with analysis. If I had my choice, I would
rather have a mrefully structured cost-sharing policy, or
cost-recove~ policy, than a big administrative commit-
ment to a formal analytical requirement. Cost sharing
broadens the market for good snalysis and for sound
investments, and brings the beneficiaries of the project
into mnsonance with the t~ayer who is paying a
substantial share of these projects.

We need to insist more strongly that efficient use of
existing infrastructure be a precondition for new invest-
ment because that represents one way of minimizing the
demand for new capital requirements. The ultimate result
of pricing policy and analysis should be to economize, in
the sense of making best use of existing infrastructure and
limited financial resources.

David M. Gardiner
Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning,

and Evaluation
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

I would like to start with a personal example of the
benefits of high performance infrastructure. My father’s
family homestead is on the banks of the Kennebec River in
Maine. Since before he was born, the river was so polluted
that no one muld swim in it. I recall seeing raw sewage
floating in the river. Today, as a result of investment in
high performance infrastructure, among other things, the
river is clean enough to swim in. Such investments mn
make improvements in the quality of people’s lives. That is
our intent at the Environmental Protection Agenq.

EPA has a fairly mmprehenaive infrastructure stmte~,
but we are tr’yingto make it better. The stmteW includes five
basic areaa of financing, assistance and outreach, reguktov
development, asseaament tools, and applications.

Financing

EPA has a long history of financing the kind of
infrastructure improvements that benefited the Kenne-
bec River. Even today, nearly twO Of every three dOIIars
that the agen~ spends is aimed at infrastructure, virtually

all of it on clean water. The total investment in wastewater
treatment alone over tbe last ~ years has been $~ bfllion.

The C~mton administration is committed to continu-
ing that investment. It was an important mmpmrent of the
President’s jobs package that was defeated in the
Congress. It cmrtinues to be part of the President’s FY
1994 and FY 1995budgets, with $599 million for FY 1994
and a bfllion dollars annually for FY 1995through FY 1998
for a proposed safe drinking water state revolving fund.
mat is a substantial investment, and we need to be
committed in the budget prucess. Aa we Imk ahead to the
reauthorization of some of our important statutes, such as
the Clean Water Act, we will be looklng aggressively at
financing needs.

We ‘~nnot look just at expenditures by the federal
government or state revolving fund as a way to cnntinue
financing. We also need to look at the other side of the
mti-how can we drive down the mst of infrastructure
overall? In that connection, the President has launched an
environmental technology initiative that includes FY 1994
and FY 1S95 budget proposals aimed at making sure we
are developing innovative environmental technologies
and spending our federal, state, or lncal dollars on the
most cost-effective environmental technologies.

Assistance snd Outreach

EPA recognizes that infrastructure is more than just a
financing issue. In addition to providing money, it is vety
important for the agenq to continue to provide assistance
and outreach, especially to our partners in state and lwI
governments who often are the recipients of some of the
mandates that require infrastructure investment. We want
to assist the states and lEI governments io particular not
otiy by providing expefi and peer advice (as we do through
the environmental fmnm husrds and stste financial
capacity studies) but also through tectilcal outreach.

We also need to look for new partnerships with the
private sector. That is why we have, under the Partnership
for Rebuilding America Program, three pilot projects in
Indianapolis, in the Miami Conservanq District of
Franklin, Ohio, and in Slivecton, Oregon. These projects
are emmining how public-private paflnerships may work,
the barriers to creating others, and the degree to which
they can provide real solutions to the pressures that are
put on state and local governments in infrastructure.

Regulatory Development
and Permitting

EPA has two teams looking aggressively at regulato~
development and permitting to stars to make improve-
ments that will mmimize the involvement of our partners
and the value of our investment in infrastructure. One
team is linking at the way in which we develop
regulations. I think there iswidespread feeling in EPAthat
we can improve that process substantially. In particular,
we need the early involvement of our most important
stakeholde~ including our stste and Iucal partnem. These
pat’tnem can help us identify regrdato~ burdens so we can
make sure that we have high pecfocmanw regulating, which
may lead to high performance infmstmcture.
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The semnd team is working on permitting. Many
state and lM1 governments, and many local utifities, are
subject to EPA regulations. ~erefore, we are lookirrg for
OPPo~unities tO make sure that we are doing the best job
possible in permitting. We are encouraging innovative
erwirmmrentsd tahnologies msdt~g to make sure tbst our
re@tions can & complied with at the least poxible rest.

Asseeement Toole end Application

In the area of assessment tools end applications, EPA
is moving to shape different strategies that wifl encourage
high quality investment in infrastructure. Administrator
Carol Browner’s theme is makirsg sure we prevent
pollution before it mum. We want to shift the focus of
pollution programs from esamining only what comes out
of the end of the pipe to the entire industrial process. We
want to make sure we have found the most cost-effective
ways of preventing pollution before it gets into the
environment where it becomes e~ensive to antrol.

The City of San Jose, California, for example, has a
10-year plan to reduce its wastewater flows. Ultimately,
they hope this wilI enable them to defer a $1S0 miflion
wastewater treatment plant espansion. Ttria effort in-
cludes aggressive water conservation. They hope this
effort witl save not only a major public investment in
infrastructure but also substantial amounts on the water
bills of industries and residential users.

EPA alsn is developing new techniques to help our
state and local partners finance environmental programs.
For example, in a recent esperirnental project with
Marietta, Georgia, EPA is helping the city with a pricing
scheme for municipal solid waste. We hope this project
will encourage residents to produce and dispose of less
solid waste and help the city raise badly needed revenue.

We also are shifting performance measurement away
from “bean counting’’-how many permits issued, how
many things built, how many enforcement actions-to
fwrrsing on the achievement of environmental goals–is
the water getting cleaner? It is important to improve
investment performance.

‘fire EPA administrator alw has established an
impofiant PriOrirYto make sure that EPAs science is top
notch and that every regulatory action and policy decision
is based on the soundest science possible. This is
‘~mant if w: are going to ask others to invest h
enwonmental tirnstmcture.

We need new partnerships with other federal agen-
cies as well as with state and local governments.
Coordinating the Clean ArAc/ and IS~A is an mmple
of where EPA is working with DOT. Joint pesticide
polIution prevention efforts also have been launched by
EPA and Agriculture. The overall plan is to reduce the use
of pesticides over the next decade or SO.It is hoped that
this till reduce the level of contamination of both surface
and ground water. That would avoid the need for
investment in expensive clean-up.

In the course of the next few years, EPA hopes be able
to make a number of substantial improvements that will
lead to making sure that every dollar we spend for
environmental protection is well spent.

Budgeting for Perfornrenca
(continwdfim ~ 13)

Administration, and the Federal Highway Administration
are Iwking irrto these techniques.

Rethinking the Federal Syetem

We must rethink who does what in the federal system.
The federal government is involved in many types of
infrastructure, including dams, hydroelectric facilities,
flood control projects, roads, bridges, transit systems,
airports, and water and sewer systems. We contniute
funds and isnpose regulations in many different ways. We
build and operate some infrastructure, we provide
discretionary grants to others, as well as formula grants,
funding for state revolving funds, and tas benefits for state
and municipal bonds. In other cases, the federal gover-
nmentplays no role.

This mosaic of complicated intergovernmental rela-
tions in infrastructure, as elsewhere, needs to be re-
thought. It is overly complex. It leads to cotiusion of
responsibility and accountability among govemmenty it
diffuses responsibility and accountability. We need to
ensure that program delivery and financing mechanisms
do not cause poor decisions to be made, such as defercing
maintenance on highways or bridges, or overemphastilng
wastewater treatment with point-source controls to the
negtect of nonpoint WUWS. ‘Ilria kind of countecprductive
decisionmaking can mr when feded grants make capital
replacements cheap compared to maintemnce and can
distoct the ddionrnaking by state rmd ld governments.

We need to promote gwd dec%lonmaking, better
aeeountabitity, and solutions to some of our budget
problems. Using new pricing mechanisms, and more and
better designed user charges can make it more feasible to
sect out those responsibilities.

Alice M. Rivlin is Deputv Director of the U S,

Ofice of Management ~nd”Budget. “

,
Changing Public Attitudes
On Govemmenta and Taxes 1993

In ACIR’S1993publicopinionwll, Ameri-
canaratedthefederalincome~ as theworst@
and aaid that 10CSIgovemmentagive taxpayers
the mast for their money and spend tax dollars
mmt wisely. IAJCallegislativ~ executive and
judiciaJ institutions also were rated highest.
Americanabelievecentral cities shotddsolvetieir
own fiscal problems actd that state legislatures
should pass reaolutiom for a bafaneed budget
mendrnent to the U.S. bnatitution. ~ey also
favor redistribution of some property tsa income
to equalize school spending and have the moat
eordidenee in the private sector to administer a
reformed health care system.

.5.22 193 $10

(see page 47 for order fore)
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Views from
State, Local, and Private Organizations

Robeff H. Goodin
Director of Public Works
City of Rockville, Maryland
(Representing the American Public Works

Association)

The mission of the American Public Works Aasuci-
ation (APWA) is to irrrprove the quality of life by
enhancing the delivery of public works services. This
requires intergovernmental cooperation, as the ACIR
report notes. ‘fire remmmendations are right on target
with the mission and policy of APWA.

Making Investment Decisions

Improving the quality of infrastructure irrvestments is
what luml public works management is all abut. The
guidelties proposed by the investment task force for
evaluating investments follow Vice President Gore’s
National Performance Review, including the principles of
mission-driven government, results-oriented gover-
nment, enterpristig government, decentralized gover-
nment, and market-oriented government.

The decisionmaking tools—including performance
measures that define program outputs and benefit-cost
analysis—help answer the question, “Would you be better
off with or without a project when it’s brdft, and how much
better off?” Many public works directors use these tools.

Mainterranca

The objective of improving maintenance is tbe heart
of public works. We are always confronted with the
problem of maintaining what we build. The pulitical
problem is that we do not have a ribhrr cutting for a
rehabilitated sewer. We have “Friends of the LibraT: but
we don’t have “Friends of the Sewer.” The subtleties of
preventive roof maintenance are ton difficult to get the
public excited about. But constant preventive mainte-
nance keeps us ahead of the game.

Among the principles of good maintenance is the
need for multiyear planning. The city of Rockville has a
six-year capital improvement program that includes
major maintenance items. We also need new technology
to help reduce the need for maintenance. For example,
the use of Corten steel, which needs no painting, has
saved a lot of money. Value analysis and value
engineering, with a single contract for designing and
building facilities, also saves money. Using that process,
the Fort McHenry ~nnel on the Interstate Highway
System in Baltimore saved about $70 million and was
finished ahead of schedule.

Federal Regulation

Rockville recently updated its booklet for developers,
“The Development Review Process,” which might be

subtitled “AI You Ever Wanted to Rrrow abnut Develop-
ing in Ruekvif le.” In one source, it gives a clear and simple
idea of what tbe city wants, contains flow charts of the
permit processes, and answers development questions. It
really cuts the time and eWense of developing in the city.

The problems of unfunded mandates, especially those
from EPA are creating a institutional crisis. The Tenth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution—resewing the
unenumerated functions of government to the states—
bas lost its meaning. The problem is not only the cost of
these unfunded mandates, but also the delay in trying to
apply them. part of the problem arises because of the
“one-size-fits-aIt” federal rules. In different parts of the
country, with different climates, many uniform rules do
not make sense.

We all know examples of por peer review on
environmental science. Wetlands, for wmple, is an issue
on which “reverence” has obliterated the fact that aume
wetlands have practically no value; others have value so
great as probably to warrant postponing or prohibiting
development near them and others are in the middle,
where mitigation might be appropriate. Lucrd govern-
ments should be given greater discretion in doing what
makes gocd scientific sense in wetlands.

Executive Order 12612 on Federalism speaks
directly about reducing the burdens imposed by the
federal government. Rep. Gary Condit of California,
and others, have introduced bills that would help
mitigate federal mandates. The Condit bill says, in part,
“The purpose of this Act is to assure that the Federal
government pays the total amount of direct costs
incurred by state and local governments in complying
with certain requirements.” Another section says,
“Notwithstanding any other provision of the law, any
requirement undera federal statute or regulation that a
state or lncal government must conduct mr activity, including
a requirement that government must meet national stan-
dards in providing a service, shall apply to the government
only if all funds necessary to pay the du- cost incumed by
the government are provided by the Federal government.”
APWA supports that approach.

Atabama and South Dakota have mandate consulta-
tion acts to deal with federal mandates, and 14other states
are considering acts to summon the U.S. senators and
representatives to a joint session of the legislature to
explain why they impose costly federal regulations on the
states without providing funds to implement them.

The next logical step would be to repeal the
Seventeenth Amendment and go back to having U.S.
Senators elected by the state legislatures.

The environmental regulation process needs to be
less costly and lengthy, more true to good science, and
more certain. We must develop long-term environmental
strategies for sustainable development that satisfy growth
and development needs without compromising the envi-
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ronment. Environmental protection and economic devel-
opment must be viewed as mncurrent goals.

Financing Public Works

The task force report on improving infrastructure
financing is consistent with APWA’S policies of search-
ing for alternative sources of funds and not allowing
diversion of trust funds. In particular, motor fuel tsxes
and the transportation trust funds must not be used for
other purposes.

From a city standpoint, the 19S6 tsx refoms on
atiltrage, which penalize municipalities for prudently
investing project funds as they proceed through develop-
ment, must be removed.

Finally, the Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 –which was
designed to favor white, skilled, and unionized @instru-
ctionworkers over the disproportionately black, unskilled,
and nonunionized construction workem—is a waste of
money. It adds $6 billion a year in construction and
maintenance osts that we cannot afford.

Conclusion

APWAand the infrastructure task forces convened by
ACIR are on parallel tracks. There is a need for high
quality, well maintained, soundly regulated, and afford-
able infrastructure. There also is an obvious need for
better peer reviewed science and less ~litics. We need to
get away from one-size-fits-all mandates, whether they
are funded or not, and provide more local decisionmaking.
We cl~ly need a renewed respect for the Rnth Amendm-
ent and =ecutive Order 1X12 irrte~tion of environ-
mental pro- and a simple booklet from EPA entitled,
“N You Need m Knmv about Fotlowing Our Rules.”

We must keep the tmst fund money dedicated to
infrastructure and not waste it on high-cost financial rules
or on intited wage scales. And finally, we absolutely must
maintsin the infrastmcture.

Michael J. Pompili
Assistant Haalth Commisaionar
City of Columbus, Ohio

It is imprtant to understand local frustration abnut
federal mandates. Until two years ago, all I had to do was
cut weeds, pick up the garbage, and take care of dog bites. I
didn’t know about federsl mandates or ACIR. Washington
seemed far away.

Now that we have calculated what federal mandates
are costing us, and how complicated they are to comply
with, Washington seems a lot closer. We are fortunate,
indeed, to have ACIR looking out for the interests of all
governments.

Making the Iasua Clasr

How can we make such a complex issue clear and
persuasive in a 30-second sound bite? ff we cannot do that,

we probably cannot solve the problem, because it will not
get the attention it needs. So, here are four simple points:

It is not just the water, sewer, highway, and rail
requirements, individually, that we must wony
about; it’s the cumulative impact of all these, and
more, on local governments.

It is not just that the federal government has no
more money; local and state governments don’t
either. So what is nccuning is a reallocation of the
funds in local budgets.

Eve~ mmmunity is different. One-size-fits-all
requirements play havw with us.

There is no public support for increased taxes or
higher user lees. “”

The Cumulative Impact

To get a sense of the cumulative impact of federal
mandates, read the government’s Regulatory Agenda.
Issued in April and October, it lists all the new regulations
that will be worked on for the next sixmonths by all federal
agencies. The April 1993 issue had 1,441 three-column
pages, not munting the indexes, The pages describe 4,927
different rules being developed, which every local
government is expected to follow. There is a special
33-page index to help small governments figure out what
applies to them, and a general 57-page subject index.

Commanding Locsl Budgats

Many people look at the cost of dealing with one
regulation and conclude that there is no problem. But,
when we mnsider the unfunded rests of all federal
regulations at the same time, it is a ve~ serious problem.
For example, the forthcoming report of the Ohio
Governor’s ‘fksk Force on Water Quality will show that 72
percent of the funding for wastewater treatment in the
state in 1975 came from the federal govemmen~ in 1992,
the federal payment covered 29 percent. Even more
amazing, 71 percent of all of the money for wastewater
treatment in 1975was grants; irr 1992, only 17percent was
grants. We have switched from a system of predominantly
federal grants to one of predominantly state loans, with
local revenues meeting 82 percent of the costs.

The City of Columbus is growing, but our unemploy-
ment rate is about 4.5 percent. We also are fighting off a
$19 million budget shortfall that is necessitating layoffs
from my staff. At the asme time, our cost to dispose of
garbage has just doubled, and we are facing added costs for
OSHA compliance and other federal mandates. Colum-
bus is not unique; if anything, it is probably in better shape
than a lot of other communities.

One Size Fita All

As studies of fderslly mandated rests hsve come aaox
my desk from communities and states, I have been struck by
how different the costs of mmpliance are from place to
ptace. The states mostly pssa through the environmental
mandates to Iml govemment$ but they get hlt tith
Medicaid. me costs to most Id governments are
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substantial, but it might be mostly for the ClermWalerAct in
one commmrity, and the Safe Dtirr/(irrgWrrrerArt in another.

Public Support

The last point, and the most important, is the lack of
public supprt for increased taxes and user fees. Aa these
costs are passed to loral communities, we must be able to
show the benefits clearly and assure citizens that we are
not wasting their money. We have to involve citizens in
setting priorities in their own communities so they wifl
know where their dollars are going and can understand
why their taxes are going up. That requires a close
partnership between the 10CS1,state, and federal govern.
ments, which we do not have now.

Because of the one-size-fits-all approach in many
federal mandates, some programs are extremely ineffi.
cient and wasteful. That makes it very difficult for local
governments to build public support. We all have to be
more accountable.

Thomas Harrelson
Former Secretary of Transportation
North Carolina
(Representing the National Academy

of Public Administration)

The National Arademy of Public Administration
(NAPA) is a mngressionally chartered, nonpartisan,
nonprofit organtition, which just passed its 25th anniver-
sary last year. Its mission is to improve efficiency among
and within the several branches of government.

NAPA haa been conducting research on the effective-
ness of state departments of tranprtation. From field vishs
with the customers, suppliem, stakeholders, and principal
executives of DOTk in 12 states, we heard a deep frustration
with the processes of government and rising taxes. ‘fire
feeling is that tuu much is apent on thmga that are not
directly related to the principal reamn why the taxes were
raised, and too little is spent on improving infrastructure.

In North Carolina, when I was the DOT secretary,
we had to implement a massive trust fund, quickly,
because we could no longer rely on the federal trust
fund. North Carolina, a fast growing state with urban
congestion and severe rural poverty, had been paying
far more into the federal trust fund than it was getting
back, and even that fund was being frozen to help ease
the federal deficit. We need to put the “trust” back in
that federal fund if we are to rely on it.

We redoubled our efforts to work with the Corps of
Engineers’ regulatory process, and with DOT, to get the
programs moving. This was not easy. We had very
impotiant issues to deal with, including the desire to be
both energy independent and internationally competitive.
One goal urged us to make energy more expensive while
another said keep energy cheap. We had the desire for

environmental improvement along with the need for
infrastructure improvements that often rarrsed envirorrmen-
tul damage. Tbeae ditemmas caused detay. We had to deal
with both the burearrcrsdes and their constituents, and
break the gridlock that keeps us from serving the people,
cresting jobs, and paying for erwirorrmental mitigation.

John Hors/ey
Founding Chairman
The Rebuild America Coalition

Back about 1987, it came to the attention of many
national organizations that, despite the best efforts of
the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, which had
published the study Hard Choices, we were not making
those choices. So, as then infrastructure committee
chairman for the National Association of Counties, I
thought we should get the private sector to join forces
with county and city governments to form a coalition
that could convince the decisionmakers, including
Congress, that we had to do more.

We went to the National Association of Home
Builders, the Associated General Contractors, the
Consulting Engineers Council, the National League of
Cities, the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the National
Association of Counties, and the National Governors’
Association. That got the Rebuild American Coalition
off to a good start. We also had the AFL-CIO Building
Trades. From that core of national organizations, about
half public and half private, the coalition now has more
than 60 sponsors. Our mission is to care about the same
issues that are on the ACIR conference agenda.

The ACIR Report

ACIR, the Corps of Engineers, and the six substan-
tive task forces have developed a new, exciting national
infrastructure strategy. As a former total elected
official who cares about making public works systems
work for our citizens, I was struck by the suggestions to
restore credibility to what has too often been trashed as
pork barrel spending. What we are advocating are
quality infrastructure investments.

Last Spring, the Civil Engineering Research Foun-
dation, in concert with the U.S. Department of
Commerce, sponsored a national conference on high
performance construction materials. Some very ad-
vanced materials are coming onto the market. They are
Iigbter, stronger, and easier to install, requiring less
downtime for actively used facilities. To replace a
stretch of road, we can use fast-drying, hard-curing fill
materials and topping materials that keep a facility out
of service only hours, or less than a day, instead of a
week or more. Whether it is high performance construc-
tion materials or innovative management techniques, I
strongly concur with ACIR’ recommendations to im-
prove the quality of infrastructure investments.
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On the need for reform of the federal regulatory
process, ACIR understands that some very well-mean-
ing regulations have unintended consequences. Arrd,
when you have many layers of regulations, the effect can
beverybad. The professionalism that now exists in many
of the major counties and cities, and in the states, means
that we no longer need the layer upon layer of federal
regulations and regulators. I hope that ACIR can take
the lead in devolution and elimination of duplicative
layers of federal regulation.

We need a new partnership with munty, city, and state
governments to set performance goals for lncal and state
governments. We also need the federal government to get
out of the way. We have the capability and mmmitment to
achieve the national goals that the Congress has set for us
without federal agencies tying us up irr knots and going
through protracted compliance delays.

The Need to Spend More

The focus in this national strategy needs to stay on
qualitative improvements to restore the credibility of
infrastructure spending. The Rebuild America Coali-
tion has focused on the need for substantial net new
spending on infrastructure. As much as we need to
enhance and restore credibility to national infrastruc-
ture investment, the fact is we have been suffering from
too little spending.

For generations, it has been a tradition to leave for
the next generation the new investments that have
made America’s economy preeminent in the world—
whether it was New York Governor Dewitt Clinton’s
canal system that opened up the East, or the railroad
~tem that opened up the core of the muntry, or the water
investments that ripened up the West, or the Intemtate
Highway System that trmrdorrrrd mrd linked the entire
country. But from the 1~ through the 1~, we have
taken more out of the economy in terms of infrastructure
than we’ve put back irr. In the fderal budget, irrfmatructure
investment has been squeezed out to make rwm for hmumr
investment and debt service.

The Coalition’a Record

When we formed the Rebuild Aorerica Coalition, we
put together the credibility of the public organizations
with the skitl and mesmge of the private organizations to
begirr grass roots education on the issue, and to bring the
message to the decisionmakers in Washirrgton. We have
had some success.

During the 1992 elections, the coalition interviewed
187 Democratic and Republican candidates for Congress.
Of those interviewed:

● 93 percent favored increasing federal fmrdmg for
infrastructure.

● 91 percent aaid we should ease IRS restrictionson
the use of tax-exempt financing irr infrastructure
irrvestments.

● 69 percent supprted creating a new federal
capital assistance program that would provide

grants to states and Incrdities to help meet their
infrastructure needs.

● 93 percent mid we should continue federal
funding of state revolving loan funds for infra-
structure irrvestment.

● 69percent said we should estabOsh a federal capital
budget that woutd make it easier to ptan mrd
aount for long-term capital pubtic investments.

The most exciting development for the coalition
came when candidate Bill Clinton, in a June address to
the Conference of Mayors in Houston, endorsed our
goals, and proposed his own Rebuild America fund.
During the transition, we all thought the millennium
had arrived as the new administration and some new
members of Congress seemed to recognize the need for
infrastructure investment.

Prospects

When the stimulus package was defeated, we began
to see how hard this was going to be. But, I believe that we
will recognize the need to create jobs and to irrvest in
infrastructure.. . .

Over the last 20 years, the population grew by 25
percent or 50 million people. Arrd we are expected to add
over 30 million in the next 20years. Those who say that we
can sufive by improving and enhancing current capacity
are not recognizing that net capacity has to be expanded
just to keep pace with population. I think that we will see
major infrastructure irrvestment, whether for the
short-term benefit of creating jobs or long-term capital
irrvestment to enhance economic competitiveness or
advanced technology enhancements.

Barbara Dyer
Director, Alliance for Redesigning

Government
National Academy of Public Administration

I was at the Council of State Planning Agencies when
their important bookfierica in Ruirr.rwas released. I refer
to it as the “Chicken Little” book of public works. They
talked about the difficulties created by a long period of
disinvestment in public works systems. Just as the book
was published, the Myannis Bridge irr Connecticut
collapsed, and infrastructure was really on the map. That
was well over a decade ago, and there have sirrce been
many projects to improve the quality of capital planning
and capital budgeting at the state level.

Now, how does all the talk of reinventing govern-
ments affect what we do in infrastructure? In the 1980s, I
was eager to move away from the Chicken fittle mentality
to one that focused on a prucess of including people and
defining the quality of life and the kinds of supports
required. Revietig this ksue again, I am not sure that we
are any further along in that process.
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While we have major new transportation legisla-
tion, ISTEA deals with a topic that is too circumscri-
bed–intermodal smface transportation of people and
goods. We still do not have a place where we all can
come together to ask, “What’s important about moving
ideas, moving people, moving things that we need to
ensure in the investments we make? What’s important
about the environment and the quality of life, and the
way we relate to place? How do we design an integrated

apprOach to long-term system improvement? How do
we address very real trade-offs between investments in
fiber optics and in highways?”

We still tend to define infrastructure in fairly narrow
ways that preclude new solutions; we don’t leave much
room for debate. We define it as an emnomic develop.
ment program for which we need economic stimulus, and
we create an infrastructure jobs program as the obvious
solution. Or we worry about mfety when roads or bridges
begin to deteriorate and then start fmusing on higher
standards for construction. We point to lack of investment
and try to figure out ways of spending more.

We are still thinking about separate worlds. If we

are in the water and sewer business, we are advocates
for water and sewers; if we are in the highway
transportation business, that’s the way we think about it.
If we are in communities and are trying to pull together
in a community process, we have trouble communicat-
ing with the highway engineers and the water and sewer
people. These separate worlds connect in important
ways, but the vocabulary and the language and the spirit
don’t connect.

In the model we are using to reinvent government,
if we were to actually “walk the talk” in the world of
infrastructure, we would have tables where people
come together to create a vision that is integrated and
fosters a common vocabulary. We would create invest-
ments and design our capital budgets to promote
integrated outcomes. We would design performance
measures that let us know whether we are making
progress toward those outcomes so we could check in
future years to see whether we are moving in that
direction. We would remove the blinders ao, as the
American reality continues to change and evolve, we
would continue to be able to make adaptive changes,

Finance Data Diskettes
State-bcal Government Finance Data. The diskettes developed by ACIR provide access to

Census finance data in a format not previously available, and are designed for easy use. State-by-state
data for 129 revenue and 200 expenditure classifications, population, and personal income are
included for state and local governments combined, state government only, or local governments

aggregated at the state ]eve].

Price $345–FY1983-lM
$125-FYl~ (3.5” HD Diskette)
$115–FYl~ (5.25”Diskette)
$75–FY1989
$60-~1988
$25–FY1987
$25–=198d
$25–FY1985
$25–FY1984
$25–N1983
$5–DemonstrationDisk

State Government Tax Revenue Data, FYI 983-91. This diskette makes the state tax portion of
the state-local government finance series available six months earlier than the full series. Nine years of
tax revenue data (FY1983-91) are included on a single diskette. The revenue fields are basically the
same as for the state-local series. The state government tax diskette does not contain any information
on local governments.

Price: $W~83-91 inclusive)
$7.W@Y91only)

(seepage47for order form)
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~ ACIRPubllcatlons ~

Metropolitan Organization:
Comparisons of the Allegheny
and St. Louis Case Studies

ACIR reports on lessons learned and directions for future research
based onitsmajor case studies. St. huisand Allegheny Counties were
selected because they are among the most fragmented counties in the
United States. The reform expectations of inefficient and duplication in
sefices and ineffective metropolitan governance were not borne out by
these studies ofpolice, fue, education, and street semices. ~ere wasa
pemasive pattern of cooperation among governments, a marked attempt to
integrate service delivery, and a response to areawide concerns. Fm’ther
research should examine entire metropolitan areas that are less frag.
mented, additional services, tax-base equity between central cities and
subufis, and the role of the states and interstate compacts in solving
intergovemmentsl problems and instituting areawide cooperation.

SR.15 193 $8

1“ ‘-””” -~
I I

,“,.,.. ”.,....., ,.,,”.”.

Directory of Intergovernmental Contacts

~is directo~ is divided into three sections (1) state ACIRS, which
describes the ~eof organization, legal basia, membership compsition
and size, budget, staff, functions, and recent activities (2) principal
intergovernmental offices in federal executive departments and agencies,
congressional committees, and other federal organizations that have an
intergovernmental component; (3) selected national associations repre-
senting state and local interests.

SR-17 1993 $10

(see page 47 for order form)
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SPECIAL FEATURE

State and Local Governments
In International Affairs

ACIR Findings and Recommendations
NOTE: This section includes findings and remmmenda.
tions adopted earlier by tbe Commission. These are fol-
lowed by articles written especially for Intergovernmental
Perspective on GA~ and NAFTA as they relate to state
and local government powers, and an overview of state of.
fices in Europe.

Findings

1. International boundaries are becoming more porous,
thereby bringing state and local governments in.
creasingly into tbe international arena.

Ideas, technologies, trade products, investments,
communications, and people from many lands are moving
across national boundaries with increasing ease and in
growing numbers as the world becomes more interdepen-
dent. This trend is expected to mntinue and, perhaps,
accelerate substantially in the 1990sand beyond, resulting
in a greater internationalization of the U.S. economy. This
development offers unprecedented opportunities and
challenges for our federal system and its abdity to serve the
American people. The United States government alone
no longer can shield its state and lucal governments as
effectively as it could in the past from adverse internatio-
nalforces that open state and local governments to a global
economy that is increasingly compel itive, interdependent,
tahnologically interwoven, multicultural, multiplar, and
subject to a multitude of influences from national gover-
nments, international organizations, translational m~m-
tions, muldnatioml public interest groups, and the state and
Ioml governments of many nations. Thii rapid intemationa-
Iiition is requiring American state and lucal governments to
revamp as well as develop their own qrt progrnms, trade
missions, forei~ investment programs, cultuml exchange$
tourist progm.ms, immigrant setices, mrd other pulicies
townrd relevant foreign affafi in respmrse to vital kues that
cotiront them daily from abroad.

2. State and local government functions are essential
to an internationally competitive America.

If the U.S. economy is to be competitive with the
economies of other nations, it needs to be based on
excellent physical infrastructure, reasonable taxation and
regulation of businesses, a well qualified and highly

adaptable work force, flexible state-of-the-act industries,
and equal and open opportunities for all citizens to
contribute to and benefit from prosperity. State and lml
governments have primasy roles in each of these fields,
and, increasingly, they are bringing such factors together
into coherent economic development programs designed
to attract and hold business firms, jobs, investment, and
tourists, and to link economic growth more effectively to
education and the public well-being.

3. Effective federal government and private activities
am essential to an internationally competitive America.

State and local govemmentsby themselves, of course,
do not hold all the keys to international competitiveness,
Private ente~rise is the foundation of Anrerim,s euJn~.
my, and it is the federal government that sets the overall
policy framework within which the private sector and state
and Ioeal governments ran operate in the global arena,
The federal government has vital responsibilities for
macroeconomic policymaking affecting such matters as
the rests of capital, the rates of capital formation, the
value of the dollar, and basic trade relationships. In
addition, the federal government traditionally has played
significant roles in antitrust regulation, basic scient~lc
research, industrial research and development, technolo-
~ transfer, and interstate and foreign cummerce general-
ly. The federal government also has responsibility for
immigration and refugee policies, which can have substan-
tial effects on state and local budgets and services and on
the ability to recruit needed talent.

‘fIre key ingredient in mmpetitiveness, however, is
private sector entrepreneurship. Public ~liq–fedeml,
state, and local-can enmucage or dmumge thk activity,
but seldom can provide it dirmtly. There is cmrsidemble
cmrtrove~ abut the effects of current fedem.1moneta~,
taxation, deficit, and regulatory policies on the
entrepreneurial capacities of American business. Bwuse
these are matter’s of great impmtancc to the US.
mmpetitive position, they need serious and mntinuirrg
attention.

4. Stiie and local activity rmrceming international affairs
is gmw’ing rapidly.

State and local governments are increasing their
direct international involvement through three broad
types of activities economic development, international
exchanges, and foreign affairs initiatives.
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State and lncal emnomic development activities encom-
pass concerns for trade, tourism, tcchnolou, md foreign
investment. By and large, these activities are not intergov-
enunentalfy problematic, but they would benefit from better
intergovemmentaf mnrdination.

State and Imal international exchanges are wide-
spread, long-standing, and growing in number and
snph~tication. “Sister cities” and “sister munties” have
bemme so popular, for example, that they have been
matched with “sister state” relationships. Originally
instituted as genemlized gestures of friendship to help
improve international understanding and reduce ten-
sions such progmms have evolved into serious initiatives
for economic development, sharing information, educa-
tion, culture, and reducing tension. These activities rarely
pose intergovernmental problems; frequently, they in-
volve state-local and interlncal moderation, and the
federal government often has played supportive roles, as
is the case presently, for example, with the efforts of many
state and Incal officials to provide technical assistance to
the fledgling democracies of Eastern Europe.

me foreign affairs initiatives of state and local
governments range from gubernatorial cmrcems about
the uses of the Natioml Guard in the mifitary structure at
home and activities overseas to the disinvestment of state
and lmal funds from mmpanies doing business with South
Africa to the development of relationships with gover-
nmentalentities abroad to lobbying the federal government
on foreign affairs imues to pruviding tectild *tance
and other aid to mnnntities shrnad. When such state and
local activities appear to violate the mnstitutionsl premga-
tivea of the federal gnvenrnrent, they are adjudicated in
murt. Othetie, whether wise or unwise, they stmrd as
~r*ona of the pluralism of American federalism.

Eve~ indication is that sate and 10M1govemnlent
activities of all three ~es will grow. Furthermore, all
types of local governments have bemme involved in global
affairs-municipalities, counties, townships, schnnl dis-
tricts and special districts, big or small, urban or mral.
State and local governments have responsibilities mncur-
rent with the federal government for the economic
well-being of their citizens and the prosperity of their own
jurisdictions, and have been left relatively free to engage
the global arena on matters relevant to their responsibili-
ties.

5. The pluralismof the federalsystemis enhancing
Americancompetitiveness.

In many respects, the activism of state and local
governments in international economic affairs compen-
sates for the changing roles of the Unites States
government. Federal grant awiatance to state and Incal
governments for emnomic development has declined
signifiintly in recent years. Federal programs for promot-
irrg international trade and tourism are not increasing, and
suppnrt has been reduced for research and development.
In reapnnse, state and lucal governments have bemme
more proactive in promoting their emnomies. Differ-
ences in regional outlooks among state and local gover-
nments, and the diversity of approaches among them,

provide a healthy mixture of activities, resulting in a
stronger American presence in the new economic al-
liances developing along the Pacific Rim, in Europe,
across the Canadian and Mexican borders, and in other
parts of the world.

There is ample ronm in the federal system to adjust
the international activities of the federal, state, and local
governments in response to changing international condi-
tions. Presently, the high degree of concurrent responsi-
bilties being merciaed in the global arena by state, local,
and federal governments has contributed instructively to
American competitiveness and democratic leadership
throughout the world. T’be ~sional cmdlicts and
exercises of destructive mmpetition that have nccurred
have been manageable and largely self-liiiting within the
present federal system of government.

6. Snme nppnrtrrnities fnr imprnving America’s intema.
tional competitiveness have been lost.

mere is, however, insufficient communication and
understanding on competitiveness issues between the
federal government and the state and local governments.
The federal government collects relatively little informa-
tion about the activities of state and local governments in
international affairs, and relatively little attention is paid
to such activities by the U.S. Department of State and
other relevant federal agencies. The international needs
and concerns of state and local governments are not
addressed adequately by training programs for foreign
service officers and other foreign policy personnel, and
U.S. embassies as well as other U.S. offices overseas are
not always well equipped to assist state and local officials.
Furthermore, state and lucal governments do not always
coordinate their overseas activities and foreign affairs
initiatives with each other or with the federal government.
Consequently, there is often more independence of action
than mpecation and mutual reinforcement.

Three other types of opportunities are often Iosfi
program evaluation, public awareness, and joint activities,
There is very little solid evaluation of costs and benefits of
these activities or mmmunication abnut the few evalua-
tions that are a~ble. Public awarenesa of the glbl
economy is ~owing, but the level of attentiveness remains
instilcient, and the public is rnnblwlent hut state and
local tiltiatives in international matters. With respect to joint
activities, states and lmalities are beginning to implement
joirrt mnnomic nriaaions and to represent themselves
through joint offi~s in Brumels, ~kyo, and other major
international centers. There may be more pntentird for such
~k~tiOn, ewhlly through enhamed regional cmrdina.
tlon wthin major sections of the United States.

7. Certain forms nf competition for foreign investment
can hs detrimental tn taxpayers generally and tn Inw.
er income citizens particularly.

At present, the area of greatest mncem is the effects
of international competition on states and localities. State
and Ima.1 governments increasingly are moderating on
matters of eWort promotion and other economic develop-
ment programs having regional or metropolitan benefits,
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but irr the areas of foreign investment and, to anme tient,
tourism, these governments often compete vigorously.
Although interjcrtilctional mmpetition has many bene-
fits for a federal system, mmpetition that is based on tas
incentives and other “giveaways” is generally detrimental
to all other t~ayem and to other jurisdictions that lack
the resmrrces or the desire to mmpete in M rnamrer. ‘Ilre
use of fii irrcentiv= to attract buairress alm ran reduce the
rewurces available for education, public welfare, and other
programs having general public benefits. In addbion, the jobs
created rrray not b nptirrral for a mrrunrudty, and the
irrvestment may not be successful enough or stay irr place
long enough to ptide a return on fii irrcentives.

There appears to be growing concern abnut improving
the fairrress of irrterjrrrisdictional mmpetition, equalizing
the rules of the game to be followed, and shtting to a fomr
of enmpetition that relies more on the human and physical
assets of jurisdictions (e.g., gnod transportation and a
skilled workforce). Fairness also may irrclude identifying
and taking the best advantage of natural potentials in
various parts of a state, and also helping to compensate for
lack of advantage in other parts of a state w that the
benefits of economic development do not Mass certain
Incations. Similarly, the federal government has a role to
play with respect to fiscal disparities among the states and
the effects of federal policies on the relative competitive
positions of states and localities.

8. Some conflicts arise among the international acti.
vities of the state, local, and federal governments.

The three irnpnrtant areas in which intergovernme-
ntalmrrflicts tend to arise are (1) taxation and regulation of
busirress, (2) the exercise of foreign Plicy, and (3) the
negotiation of international agreements and treaties.

In the taxation and regulation of business, there is
mncument jurisdiction by the federal, state, and local
gwemrnenta. Weh may take a dtierent approach. Yet, with
the increasing internationalization of markets, buain=s
press harder for uniform treatment. llrii desire of buairrm
may hme an incrmsirrgly SignKlcantisacreirrinternational
tmde negotiations mrd may lead to catls for federal
preemption of anme state aud local pmetim held to be
irrmmpadble with a~eements among nations.

Where cnnfllcts irr the field of foreign prdicy are
signifimnt enough, the federal government has the means
to protect its constitutional prerogatives. However, given
the impacts of foreign affairs on domestic affairs arrd the
blurring of foreiW and domestic pulieies in today’s world,
there will he many pnirrts of irrtetion between the
interests of the federal government arrd the intereata nf state
arrd lml gnverrrrrrerrts that wifl ncmaion tiltial d~gree-
ments or cordlict.

With respect to treaties other than the% covering
taxation and regulation, state mrd Id gwemments will be
affected increasingly by irrtematinrral a~ements involving
errtionmerrtal kcres arrd cruas-border prnblems. Because
state and local governments have direct and d~erent
interests irr such issues aa acid rain, water pllution, glubal
warming, foreign investment, tilgration, tourism, dmg
trafficklrrg, human rights, and trade restrictions they often

want their view to be cmraidered in the treaty-making
p-. State rmd lncal goverrrments cannot achieve the
retits they-t without federal negotiation of appropriate
irrterrratimral agreements and treatiew.

fntergmemrrrental terraions are a normal feature of
fedemtism. ~ey need to he rmlved, and there are pnlitical,
legislative, adrrdnis~tive, arrd judicial means for doing so.
What is new ia the emergence of additional tensions
tited with state arrd lncal international activities.

Recommendations

Recomrrrendation 1
Eduating the Public fnr the Global Era

The Commission finds that in the United States, as
elsewhere, the daily lives of citizens and operations of
government are being affected increasingly by the
internationalization of our mtiem world, and that
national boundaries are being pemeated by global forces
at a rapid pace. For more than a decade, state and lucal
governments have been moving iuto the irrternational
arena, and they can be expected to cnntirrue expanding
these activities. Yet, many citizens are insufficiently aware
of the meanirrg and cnrrsequences of globatiition, schools
need to catch up with the demands of the global era, the
public and its elected officials need to work together to
carve out appropriate roles for state and lucal gover-
nments irr the international arena, and the nation as a
whole needs to guard against hasty reactions to intema-
tionaltition that would undo our federal system. If the
nation is to adjust to the demands— environmental,
ecmromic, puliticrd, and cultural—of a more interdepen-
dent world, the federal, state, and local governments will
need to work together with citizens to improve pubIic
awareness, re~nd to globaliition, and adapt the federal
system to change in a manner cmrsistent with our
institutional principles.

The Commission recommends, therefore, that thefederal,
state, arrd local governments, as well as theprivate sector and
the news media, establish and support programs to promote
citizen swarmers of the growing impact of international af
fairs on errvironrnentaf md domestic well-being prepare citi-
zn.e to participate more jidfy in international affairs that
aflect daily lives, wd Wlain to citizsrrs the need for appropri-
ate federd, state, and local govsmrrrent involvements in the
international arsna that can help create a sustainable econo-
my and environment for the jicture.

Recommendation 2
Supporting EfTective Federal, State,

and h] Decisionmaking
and Prngram Implementation

in the International Arena

The Commission finds that sound decisionmaklng
and program implementation by American state, local,
and federal governments irr the international arena
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require (1) complete, accurate, and up-to-date inform-
ationon such matters as cxpofis, imprts, foreign invest-
ments, and tourism; (2) highly trained personnel in the
state, Iml, and federal governments familiar with the
domestic and intergovernmental ramifications of intern-
ationalactivities (3) sound evaluations of state, lml, and
federal programs being pursued in the international
arena; and (4) appropriate intergovernmental wperation
and ordination. The Commission finds deficiencies in
all four areas. Information about international activities is
inadequate and in some cases inferior to information that
was available previously some opportunities are being lost
for training federal, state, and local persunnel engaged in
international programs; evaluations of federal, state, and
Iocal international activities are inadequate and undemti-
lize~ and op~rtunities for joint activities have not been
pursued fully.

The Corrooission rscornrrrends, therefore, that:

(A) The federaf government, through its Foreign Service
Institute, Federal &cutive In.rtitute, Pearson Actprogram for
refreshing forci~ service oficers while on home a.ssignrnsrrt,
and Intergommmentaf Personnel Act mobility assi~ent
program, take steps to educate its foreign sewice oficers md
other relsvorrtpersonrrel abaut the American federal system of
government rmd the specific activities arrd needs of sttie and
lacalgovemments in the international arena. The federalgov-
emment should open its trainingprogrm in foreign affoirs to
participation by appropriate state and local oficinfs utier the
provisions of the Intergavemmsntal Personnel Act for pur-
poses of improvirrgthe knowledge of the state and localpsrson-
rrel who staff the intematianal activities of the governments
thq rsprcsent. In addition, universi~ programs for training
foreign service oflcers orrd other oficials of the federal, state,
and lacal gavenrrncnts should provide more caurse work on
the appropriate roles of state rend Iocd govcnrrnenls in the
international arena, Resemh should be encouraged to build
such prograrrar and to wlorc the ways in which other federol
natiom rnnnage their international affairs activities, with a
view toward impraving US. practices.

(B) The President and the Congress suppotiprogram of
the U.S. Department of Commerce nnd US. @ort-Import
Bank that work cooperatively with state and local gover-
nmentsto Wand the outreach and improve the effectiveness of
trade nnd ~ri promotion effotis. These federal agmcies
should continue to tailor their cooperative programs to the
needs of svolving state, local, orrd ~’omd trade activities.
Given that the federal government is in the best position to
collect and disseminate much of the data needed by bath the
private and the state-local sectors ta monitor developments
and enhance conrpctitivencss, the Commission recommends,
firthec that federal data collection be improved md dissemi-
nation bs made in forms directfy usefil to state orrd local
poli~rnakers and their private-sector partners.

(C) State and local governments, with the msistnnce of
their national arsaciations, collect comparative information,
dewlop better mew for evaluating their intemationaf activi-

ties, and use these improved evaluation mettidologies to track
more systematically over time the successes and failura of
theirprogroms. These steps should include an identification of
the public objectives being sought by each program, a clear
specification of quantitative as well 0.s qualitative criteria
selected to memum progress toward the chosen objectives,
careJid cost-benefit onalysis, and cromination of the dent to
which program benefits accrue to all citizens.

(D) The state counterpafl o~anizatiom to ACIR, in
those states that have them, or thegovemors and legislatures in
other states, should take the lead in rxamining state-local
relationships in programs of international activi~, with a view
toward establishing more productive state-local cooperation
within their states to enhance their abili~ to compete intern-
ationally.

(E) A series of regional conferences involving federal,
state, and local govenrnrent oficials ond citizens should be
orgarrized to identifi appropriate coordination and coopera-
tion opportunities. Such conferences should wlorc the means
by which destructive interstate competition and ‘bidding
wnrs” far foreig?r and domestic investments might be moder-
ated, and the means by which opportunities for beneficialjoint
activities, such m the co-lacation af overseas ofices and joint
funding or regional coordination ofpromotional activities far
9orts, imports, international investment, cmd tourism, might
be reali=d more filfy.

Recommendation 3
Intergovernmentalizing the Process

for United States Participation in Reaching
Certain International Agreements

and Assisting Local Officials of Other Nations
to Develop Democratic Institutions

The Commission finds that some international
agreements entered into by the United States government
significantly affect the vital interests of American state
and local governments as well as the private entrepre.
neurs needed to help state and local governments
compete in world markets for jobs and tax bases. These
interests include ecunomic development, environmental
protection, the regulation and taxation of business, and
other everyday responsibilities of state and Iucal govern-
ments. The state and local governments as well as business
firers must live with the outmmes of these agreements.
These a~eements may establish fdemf preemption of state
and lB1 authority, and may create utiunded federal
mandates.

The Commission finds, furthermore, that the state
and local governments, in their international roles,
contribute uniquely to the vitality of the American
economy, stewardship of the global environment, im-
provement of relations among peoples, and the develop.
ment of democratic institutions in other nations. Thus, all
governments in our federal system have mncrrrrent roles
to play in the nation’s ability to live up to many of the
international agreements entered into by the United
States government.
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The Commission recommends, therefore, that the federal
government provide greater oppatiunities for state and local
oficials toparticipate in United States’ delegation to intema-
tiomd or’gmizations and to contribute to the treaty-making
process on international issues diwctfy affecting the responsi-
bilities of state and Iocalgovemments. In addition, the Com-
mission recommends that state and local ojjicials engaged in
international affairs (1) participate in the opportunities pro-
vided to advise the federal government and (2) bring to bsar
their ~ertise gained in working closely with businesses and
local constituencies affected or potentially affected by the
issues under consideration in the international fomm.r and
negotiating processes associated with the intemation=l &s”es
directly affecting responsibilities of the state and lmalgovem-
ments, Furthermore, the Commission recommends that state
and local governments, working through the US. Department
of State, assist local oflcials of other nations in developing
democratic irrstitutions.

Recommendation 4
Guarding against Destructive Competition

and Hasty Preemption

The Commission finds that the innovative efforts of
state and local governments to attract foreign investment
to their jurisdictions make valuable contributions to our
nation’s economic prosperity, but that these efforts
sometimes prtiuce destructive interjucidictional compe-
tition, especially when tax abatements and other public
fiscal incentives are used to attract investment.

Consistent with its earlier findings and recommenda-
tions on preemption, the Commission also e~resses
concern about pressures for increased federal gnvem.
ment preemption of state and local authority in response
to globalization of the Ameriran economy and to such
events as the emergence of the European Comrn””ity.

The Commission recommends, therefore, that state and
10COIgovernments move away from fomrs of interjurisdic-
tional competition based on publicly finded jiscal incentives
that benefit particular investors, and that state and local gov-
ernments work assiduously to develop rules of competition
that level the pl~ing jield, distribute benejits broadly to all
citizens, andproduce a healthy, beneficial form ofcompetition
for economic development.

The Commission also reiterates its recommendations
adopted on December 2-3, 1982, and March 20, 1987, to limit
federalpreemption of state and local authori~. The Commis-
sion encourages the nation to con.rider carefilly the bcnejits of
a federd ~stem in a gfobrrf economy ami to eromiw closely
proposals to preempt state and local authority simply out of fear
of intemtiomd econom”c competition.

Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism
1993 Edition

Volume II- Revenue and Expenditures

‘Ilds volume of Sigrttffcont Feoturer present3 data
on revenues and expenditor~ for the feder~
statej and ld governments.Significant Features

contains a broad picture of changes in the gov-
ernment’s role in the economy through 1991.
Also presented are

■

■

■

■

■

■

Changes in the composition of expendi-
tures and revenues and in the level and
relative importance of federal grants to
state and local government

ACfR measures of state fiscal capacity
and effort;

State rantings of state-local revenue and
expenditure items;

Individual state profiles;

State and Iocd deb~ and

hrd public ernplqee retirement aystexn3.

Significant Featuresof Fiscal Federalism,Vol.
I, includes federal and state budget pmeesse~
federal individual income tax rates; state and
local individual income tax rates updated
through November 1992 tax rate and base in-
formation on social security and unemployment
insurancq general sales tas rates and exemp-
tion state severanee taxex property tax relief
progrmn~ federal and state excise tax rate~ es-
tate, inheritance, and gift taxes; state and local
property transfer taxew and automobile fees
and taxes.

Volume11 M.185.11 September1W3 S22.50
VolumeI M.18S February 1993 $20.00

(3ee page 47 for order form)
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GATT, NAFTA
and State
and Local

Powers

Conrad Weiler

The global economy and trade agreements
loom large as factors shaping the American
economy and our society and federal system. As
international commercial agreements become
increasingly important to American economic
life, they will play a greater role in determining
the level and character of state and local poli-
cies.’ The General Agreement on Tariffs and
fiade, created after World War II, has been
quite successful in reducing national barriers
to world trade. Now, with passage of the North
American Free fiade Agreement (NAFTA), the
United States is about to embark on a major re-
gional economic partnership with Canada and
Mexico. How these trade pacts may legally over-
ride or modify some state and local statutes, or-
dinances, regulations, or even constitutional or
charter provisions is an important consider-
ation for all citizens.

Federal Supremecy

The supremaey clause of the U.S. Constitution
subordinates state and local government to valid federal
law. Federal law includes formal tresties made by the
President with the approval of the Senate, international
executive agreements made by the President with or
without congressional approval, and implementing regu-
lations. Because the Congress has the power to regulate
both interstate and foreign commerce, international
cmnmercisl agreements such as N~~ must have
congr=ioml approval under the forei~ commerce puwer.

Consequently, any mmmercial treaties or intema.
tional agreements approved by the Congress, or any
legishtion or re@ations prrrsrrarrt to such agreements, are
su~rior to inmnsiatent atate or 1~1 laws. The irrtenratioml
mmmerciat agreements discussed here have, or would have,
th~ superior status, except where atate and local gover-
nments are or may be specifically exempted. Of murse,
through the Congress and the President, state and Ioeal
governments have opportunities to influence the terns of
international commercial agreements.

In addition, even without explicit congressional
legislation, the Supreme Court prevents state and local
governments from passing laws affecting foreign or
interstate commerce where the Congress has shown an
intent to occupy the particular legislative field, or where
the state and lncal laws would unduly burden interstate or
foreign commerce regardless of whether the Congress has
acted in the pacticrdar area. State courts also tend to defer
to the foreign commerce power and to the President’s
foreign policy power when state or local laws appear to
conflict with international agreements.

The Generel Agreement on Tariffs and Trada

Following World War II, the United States and its
allies sought to create a new world economic order along
with the new political order symbolized by the United
Nations. Believing that protectionist currency manipula-
tion, tariffS, and other trade barriers had contributed to
political instability and eventually to world war, and that
free trade and emnomic growth would promote peace, the
Atlies created the Bretton Woods System, including the
General Agreement on ~riffs and Trade (GAIT).

G~ w designed to reduce natioml tariff barriem to
world trade. GATf operates chiefly through the “round,” a
precew tasting yearn, whereby member states negotiate tariff
and quota reductions for individual prcducts with their chief
trading par’tnem and then extend the reductions to all other
membem. GAfT has been quite sumessful in thw and has
prevented the kinds of tariff “mm” that often ~urred in
the past. GA~ bas just completed the Uruguay Round
(named after the host country).

GA~ also provides a growing body of international
trade rules that govern the approximately 115 member
nations’ rights. For example, the rules control rapid
increases in imports, deal with violations of tariff
agreements, control government subsidies for e~or’ted
goods, provide the same or similar administrative proce-
dures for imported goods as for domestic goods, and end
discrimination against imported goods.

When members have a trade rule dispute, they can
attempt to resolve it through GA~ procedures. These
dispute-resolution procedures begin informally, but may
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culminate irr the creation of a panel of qerts that hears
evidence and legal arguments and issues a ruliog and an
opinion. Atthough panel rrdirrgs are not directly errforce-
able, member nations avoid open disregard of them
because faifure to mmply allows other GA~ members to
impose trade sanctions.

Sumess irr redrrcirrg world tariffs and preventing tariff
wars led GA~ to turn, in the 1970s, to rrontariff barriers
~). NTBs mmprise a somewhat irrrprecise array of
national laws, procedures, regulations, permits, stan-
dards, and other government requirements that treat
irn~rt:d g~s differently and less advantageously than
domestic gtis. In the Arrrericmr federal system, many
NTBs also result from the exercise of general police and
welfare powers by state and local governments in such
areas as insurance, health and safety regrdation, banking,
pr~rement, professional ticensing, and promotion of
emrromic development.

In its attack on nontariff barriers, GA~ has
developed several “codes” or sets of rules in specialized
trade areas. GA~ codes dealing with public procurement
and technical standards are of particular im~rtance to
state and IH1 governments. In addition, a propsed
General Agreement on Ttade irrServices (GATS) is beirrg
discussed, and has been pardally mnchrded irr the
Uruguay Round. GA~ also has substantial implications
for state and local government.

GATT GovernmentProcurementCode
The 1979GAIT Proerrrement Cude obligates mem-

ber national governments to purchase goods for their owrr
needs with no discrimination against foreign products.
However, pmcrrrement contracts worth less than about
$165,~ are not irrcludcd, nor is purchasing for national
defense purposes, Furthermore, regional (i.e., state and
lw1) governments are not obligated to foI1ow nondis-
criminatory procurement proeedrrres. National gover-
nments are only required to “inform” state and local
governments of GA’fT’s overall goals and benefits.
Working with the National Governors’ Association
(NGA), the U.S. Wde Representative, who negotiates
trade agreements, began a program irr lW of promotirrg
voluntary state mmpliance with the procurement code.

So far, the federal murts have upheld the exemption
of state and loral government from the code’s nondis-
crimination requirements. The federal courts generally
have shielded such discrirrrirration behirrd the “market
participant” aception to what might otherwise appear to
be a burden on interstate or foreigrr commerce. Underthm
exception, state and IB1 governments buying or selling
goods or services more or less similarly to the private
market may extend certain preferences to their owrr or
U.S. guods or residents without violating the irrterstate or
foreign commerce clauses.

In a 1990 case dealing with a Canadian mrporation’s
challenge to the Pennsylvania Steel Products Procrrre-
ment Act, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit
declared that the GA~ prwurement de, while binding
on the United States as a valid interrrationaJ agreement, did
not, by its own terms, birrd the states. The court exempted
the Pennaylmnia law under the rrrarket participant reception
and essentially left it to the Congress to decide if and how
the states shoutd be brought under the de.z

The European Community (EC), however, has been
pressuring the United States to etiiinate state and local
diacrirrriuation irrprocurement (and the United States has
been pressrrrirrg the EC to open up more of its national
government pmcrrrement). In 19SS, the EC completed a
study of U.S. state and lucal government barriers to free
trade in government procurement and irr other areas of
emnomic regulation, including state and 1-1 “buy
Arnerimn” requirements.’

The Community pressured the United States in the
Urnguay Round to include state and local procurement
under the G~ rrrandatory non~ation require-
ments. me EC argued that reductions in federal domestti
~nding, mmbmed with the aubatanti functiorrs per.
formed by atate and local govermnent$ redud the federal
share to ordy 30 pcmnt of the nondefense promrement
coved by the @ej thus escludmg or hindering the
Commrmity from fair @mPetition for a vast market.

The EC has published a list of 40 states that have
anti-foreign prmurement laws in one form or another,
and has proposed that these laws all be elirrrinated.4 The
Uruguay Round does cover state and local government
procurement and, if approved by the Congress, would
change discriminatory practices.

GA~ Standards Code

Settirrg standards and certifying products are major
sources of nontariff trade barriers. Standards cover health
and environmental effects, safety, durability, IabeIirrg,
prwesshrg, utility, and other aspects of thousands of
products. In the United States, many standards are set by
private industry groups, and many others are set by
federal, state, and local governments.

The 19S0 GA~ Agreement on WchnicaI Barriers to
made—the standards cude-obligates member national
governments to ensure that techniral regulations and
standards do not discriminate against imported gouds or
create um~ nbstacles to international tmde. Mem-
bem are required to use international standards where they
exist. International standards are often different fmm U.S.
standards. State mrd loml govemrrrents are exempted from
strict comphnce with these requirement@ but the national
governments are rqtied to take reasmrabIe measures to
ensure state arrd local comptiarree.

The European Community has identified “more than
2,7~ state and municipal authorities in the U.S.” that it
feels should be brought more fully under the standards
code. In its 1992 Repofl on f%S. Pade and Investment
Barriers, the EC identified as violations of the standards
mde a 19% California voter initiative (Proposition 65)
that required a warning label on all produas containing
substances known to the state to cause cancer and btih
defects, a 1S92 California law requiring a minimum
percentage of recycled glass in glass food and beverage
wntainers, and widespread state and local electrical
products safety reqrrirements.s

While any modifications that might bring state and
local government more fully under the s~ndards code
must await the details of the Uruguay Round agreement,
the code already allows any GA~ member to bring an
action against another whose regional governments
enforce standards in a way that creates an unnecessary
barrier to international trade. Although it cannot be
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determined irr advance whether such a challenge against a
state or local fnod-safety standard, for example, would be
successful, the possibdity must be kept irr mind.

Proposed General Agreement
on Trade in Servicee

In 1989, the U.S. made Representative pro~sed a
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The
United States and the more developed nations are
interested irrsuch an agreement because the proportion of
total world trade irr services is increasing and the
developed nations dominate the field. GA~ does not
presently regulate services in any signflcant way.

GATS addresses trade in insurance, banking, securi-
ties trading and related services, shipping and transport,
telecommunications, tourism, education, and professimr-
al services.b Of these, insurance, banking, ground trans-
port, tourism, education, and professional services are
substantially and traditionally under state mntrol. Under
the virtually unlimited cmrgressional puwer to regulate
commerce, a valid international agreement on services
could subject much state regulation to preemption, with
the likely exception of education.

State regulation of laWers, accountants, engirreers,
physicians, mrd architects would likely be affected by
GATS to the extent that such regulations are involved in
interstate or foreign commerce. The Umguay Round did
reach some agreement on semices, but largely excluded
banking, insurance, and telecommunications. ~us, there
will be some impact on state and local regulation of
services, if the Congress approves. In addition, more
negotiations are planned on services.

GATT Panel Rulings

Only one GAIT panel ruling has addressed state
government directly–the 192 Unired States Measures
Affecting Alcoholic mrd Malt Beverages. On a Canadian
challenge to U.S. state and federal laws governing the
taxation and distribution of almholic beverages, the panel
ruled that a variety of state tax and distribution prefer-
ences for irr-state beer and wirreproducers vinlated GA~
requirements of nondiscrimination against imported
g~ds. Consequently, the federal government is working
with the affected states to eliminate the laws fnund to
violate GA~. This first GA~ ruling on state laws “may
well be a harbinger of future trends.”7

The North Americen Free Trade Agreement

While GA~ provides a worldwide framework for
trade, the Nocth American Free ‘Itade Agreement,
approved by the Congress in November, buitds on the
exlstmg United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement by
creating a free-trade area among the United States,
Canada, and Mexico for investment, goods, and services
origirrating irr any of the cuuntries.

N~A offem the potential for tbe United States to
fiWfi ~mpr gds fmm M*, sett goods more readiIy
to the growing Mexican market, stimulate U.S. investment
in Mexiw, and promote Mexican anomie development in
such aWYasto reduceirmrrigmtionpressuresontheUnited
States.N~A aIsu P putential problems, for mmple,

lower wages arrd loosely enforced health mrd safety
standards arrd less stringent entiormrentat prot@ion
requirements irr Mexi@, which may encourage wme U.S.
firms to move there. Side agreements were worked out on
wme of these and other NAFTA problems.

There are three types of major impacts that N~A
could have on state and 1-1 governments.

Fira~ N~A covem trade not only in goods butalso in
services end investments. For services, NAFfA resembles
GA~. It wifl cuver banking, insurance, adverttiig, legal
service% motion pictures engineering, tran~rtation, con.
structimr, tnurism, amuntirrg, telmmmutitio~ secmi-
ties equipment leasing, arrd franchising. Thus, N~A WI
aff~ many state and lucat regulations of services, especial-
ly banking, insurance, and transportation. State gover-
nments may exempt certain services from N~A
coverage withirr two years of the effective date. Local gov-
ernments may retain existing discriminatory service regu-
lations, but may not adopt new ones. In professional
licensing, U.S. citizenship may no longer be required.

Tmck transportation, which is of great interest to
states, is divided into two categories-traffic crossing
national boundaries and domestic mrriage. The latter is
excluded because it is regulated by the states in the United
States and because Mexico opposed opening up its
domestic carriage. N~A will allow cross-border traffic
according to a staged process. Three years after N~A is
approved, Mexico and the United Stat es will allow
muss-hurder tmck traffic to their respective burder states.
After sixyears, the countries will open their entire territories
to cro?,s-border trucking. Canada wifl follow the same
schedule with Mexiw. The United States and Canada have
separate crow-hrder trucking arrangements.

The N~A partners will also endeavor, over a
six-year period, to develop compatible standards for
medical and non-medical testing and licensing of truck
drivers, and vehicle weight, dimensions, equipment,
maintenance, repair, and emissions. These provisions,
while keeping irrtact the present extent of state regulation
of trucking, raise questions about how states wifl deal with
(1) cross-hurder traffic, (2) costs of increased inspection
and highway usage, and (3) resolvingdisputesinvolving
state truckingregulations?

Second, NAFTA does not presently include state and
Iucal government procurement under free. trade require.
ments, but proposes to do so in the future. Programs for
small business, minority business, and economic distress
(e.g., enterprise zones) will be exempt. Consequently,
some state and local ecurromic development pnlicies in
the future may cordlict with NAFTA. Such policies may
also conflict with the GATf procurement code regardless
of what N~A may provide.

Third, in the areas of standards and environmental
protection, NAFTAcontainssomehighly cnmpticated and
controversial provisions. On one hand, NAFTA allows
each member country to mairrtain higher standards than
the others. Hence, U.S. standards would not necessarily
be governed by Mexican or Canadian standards. State and
local governments would apparently be free to exceed fed-
eral standards.

On the other hand, NAFTA food-safety standards
must be based on “scientfi]c principles” and “risk
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assessment.” Given that it is not yet clear who wifl
determine the scientific principles, critics say it is possible
that international standards will be used. These are
sometimes lower than U.S. state and lucal standards. In
addition, the requirement of risk assessment and scientific
principles might eliminate more general public policy
mncems or consumer demand as acceptable bases for
enacting fond-safety standards.

Further, fond-safety standards can be applied under
NAFTA only to the tient “necessaT” to achieve a cectain
level of protection. In GA~ panel decisions, necessa~
has been construed to mean tbe least trade-restrictive
alternative. Critics worry that GA~ interpretations may
well apply to NAFTA language. For mample, state or
local or even national prohibition of certain pesticides on
fd could be seen as not the least trade-restrictive
alternative. A chsflenger muld well argue, for -mple, that
protiding winning labels, adopting less restrictive intern-
ationalstsndards, or liiiting pesticide residues on fond would
be lew trade restrictive than a total prohtihion.9

However, the Statement of Administrateive Action
released by the administration following approval of
N~A asserts explicitly that state and loml protection of
public health and snfety wiIl not be affected by the
agreement. Even if a state or local law should run afoul of
N~A, it would not be automatically preem ted or

rinvalidated because each muntry decides for itsel how to
conform to N~A rules.

Moreover, the statement cays, N~A clearly allows
stat es and locnl governments to adopt higher food and
safety standards than the federal government. It does not
require lowering of such standards or adoption of least
trade-restrictive measures. Nor can any party except the
federal government enforce N~A rules on states,10

Finally, the role of the states or local governments in
resolving disputes under NAFTA is not substantial. Only
the federal government or, in some cases, individual
investors have formal standing to utilize N~A dispute
resolution mechanisms. NAFTA does establish an ex-
tended consultative process with states under a “NAFs’A
Coordinator for State Matters.” This office will work with
states to (1) identify state laws to be grandfathered, (2)
exchange information on NAFTA working committees
(e.g., subcommittee on land transportation standards) and
on other matters, and(3) work with state attorneys general
in dispute settlement proceedings. The implementing
legislation also authorizes states to establish self-employ-
ment assistance programs to benefit workers who maybe
displaced by N~A.ll NAFTA cannot preempt states’
rights to file suits under the Constitution or other federal
law, and NAFTA would surely spawn liti ation to clarify

?its relation to other U.S. law, In the area o environmental
protection, in fact, N~A emphasizes the need for each
cnuntry to have effective domestic legal remedies.

Conclusion

The future of American federalism is increasingly
bound up with the global economy. The more we demand
rules of fair and free world trade, the more we tiI be~me
sub]ect to those rules. It is likely that N~A will have a
substantial effect on many state and local laws and policies,
so there must be more awnreness that their interests are
integrally related to international trade policies. On this
~int, it is wotih noting that the office of the U.S. Tmde
Representative promotes paflicipation of state and lncal

officials in its pufi~king through its Intergovernmental
Poliq Adtity Committee (fGPAC). NGA is particularly
active in international trsde pnlicy.12 However, these
activities are but a modest kginning compared to the need,

FinaJly, intemationnl tmde rules do not ncce~rily
cherish fcderaf prindplcs. While federalism is vitally hund
up with the divershy of American tiety ad the freedom of
our governing institutions, fcderalii is inmeasingly under
pressure as a source of nontariff barriers to trade,
Fcde- ~hofars md public officials alike must develop
new theories to sup~rt and qlain the role of U.S. state
and local government in the glti emnomy.
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The Role of General Government
Elected Officials in Criminal Justice

General government elected officials play a crucial role in eve~
aspect of criminal justice—from shaping policy to holding an administra-
tor amuntable for the cost of a new building; from listening to a grieving
relativepleadfor toughersentencingto sorting out the stadatical claims
of program performance; from using political leverage to requiring
interagency collaboration in making hard budget decisions. This report
spells out the intergovernmental, policy, and management issues facing
general government elected officials in dealig with the effects of
~losive growth in the ~tem dining the last 15 years and with the
challenges of the nti d-de.

A.125 1993 $20

Guide to the Criminal Justice System
for General Government Elected O~cials

The guide is intended to assist general government officials–
elected chief mecutives, legislators, and administrators and advisors—in
their oversight of the criminal justice system. The guide fmuses on
system actions after crime wurs, emphasizes the role of state and local
governments (the federal justice system handles only about 6 percent of
criminal cases), focuses on concerns that have major cost impacts across
agencies and governments and over time, and provides basic tmls to help
officials improve the functioning of criminal justice agencies.

M-184 193 $8

Set (M.184 & A-125) $23

State Laws Governing
Local Government Structure and Administration

Local governments are key partners in our intergovernmental
system, legally established in conformance with state constitutions and
statutes. This report suweys state laws and institutional provisions
affecting municipal and mrrnty governments, spec~lcally, form of
government and home role, alteration of boundaries, local elections,
administrative operations and procedures, financial management, and
personnel management. The laws of the 50 states are compared for 1990
and 1978.

M-186 1993 $10

(see page 47 for order form)
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American
State Offices

in Europe:
Activities and
Connections

Jerry Levine
with Fabienne Vandenbrande

The emergence of global economic
competition, especially from Europe and
Asia, has drawn many states – as well as
cities, counties, and port authorities —
into the international arena, where they
have sought to promote state and local
exports, attract investment, and encour-
age tourism.1 One vehicle for carrying out
these activities has been to open state of-
fices in Europe, Asia, Latin America, and
elsewhere. Here, we focus on state offices
in Europe.

New York opened the fust state office in Europe in 1953,
followed by Virginia and Illinois in the late 1960s, A wave
of openings occurred in the 1970s, and another burst came
in the late 1980s. AIthough growth has slowed in the last
few years, 30 states now have 36 offices in Europe, com-
pared to 21 states with 26 offices in 1985.

Of the 28 offices contacted for this study, 23 are
operated by the state, while five are contract representa-
tive offices. There are no honorary offices.

Locations

Most of the state offices are clustered irr a few major
cities: 13in Brussels, 11 in Frankfurt, 3 in London, and 2 in
Dusseldorf (see Wble 1). European cities having only one
American state office include Amsterdam, Berlin, Han-
nover, Paris, Rijsbergen, Warsaw, and Budapest. In
addition, nine states have port authority offices, of which
four are located in Belgium.

Table 1
State Offlcee In Europe

Office
Siate Locfdion

Alabama
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Florids

Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Iovia
Kansas
Kentucky
huisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Mississippi
Mi%ouri
New York

Norrh Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania

Puerto Rica
South Carolina
Texas
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wismnsin

Brussels
hndon

Frankfurt
Brussels

Frankfurt
bndon

Frankfurt
Bcussels
Brussels
Wamaw

Budapest
Amsterdam
Fra”kfurr
Brussels
Brussels

Rijsbergen
Brussels
Dcrlin

Brussels
Frankfurt

Dusseldorf
bndon

Frankfurt
Dusseldorf

Brussels
Frankfurt
Frankfurt
Brussels
Brussels

Frankfurt
Frankfurt
waterlciJ
Brussels

Paris
Bmssels
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The reasrms given for these Iwtional choices are
often fuzzy. The directors of almost all the offices justfled
their lucation as beirrg irr the center of Europe. Office
directors in Brussels cited the fact that it is the capital of
Eurupe because it is the headquarter city for the
European Community and NATO. The directors ac-
knowledged, however, that they have little crnrtact with
the Community and none with NATO. In fact, there is a
slight but defirrite trend of movement away from Bmssels.

Recently, the state of Washington opened an office in
Paris, wimring the advantage of location in a major market
and having that market all to itself. Frsnkfurt is a favored
lmtion because it is a major commercial and air center
for Europe.

Export Promotion and Other Activitiaa

Afl of the state offices engage irr trade promotion, and
all but one alsu seek foreign direct investment. In
addition, 15 engage in some tourism promotion.

The average state office devotes 52 percent of its time
and 55 percent of its budget to export promotion.
Eighteen of the 27 office respondents asid that they spend
half or more of their the on state prtiuct exports. In
mntrast, a 1985 Mentor International study found that
investment promotion a~unted for 70-W percent of
state office activities. In another survey of 11 state offices
irr 1985, John Rincrrid alsu noted the emphasis on 6rward
irrvestment.z

Eighteen state offices do not charge for their services
to qorters; seven impose a fee for assisted trade show
participation; and four have some other form of charge.
There is widespread reluctance to impose fees, although
states that do so have not experienced adverse effects.

Attracting foreign investment to their states is now
the semnd major office activity, accmrntirrg for atrmrt 37
percent of qenditures. Promoting tourism accounts for6
percent, and all other activities account for 2 percent of
state office budgets.

Visits to state offices by Europeans and Americans,
whether from busirress or government, are infrequent. On
average, an office receives sixvisitors per month, bnt anme
get as few as one. Offices in hndon, followed try those irr
Frankfurt, report the most visitors, while there are few irr
Brussels. Only three off- require tiitora to sigrra register,
however, w the respurrses were based on impr~e
recollections. Atso, businex is ordirrarity cunductcd by
telmmmunications snd directors in the field.

Offica Personnel

Although staff sizes vary from one to ten people, the
medimr is three. ~ically, these offices include two
profewionals, one American and one European. Fourteen
offices have no secretary or clerical staffi eight have one
clerical position, and five have two or more.

Altogether, the 27 responding offices have 67 profes-
sionals, 22 clerical staff, and nine interns, for a total of 98
employees. Atl of the interns are Americans, indicating,
perhaps, an overlooked opportunity to also obtain
low-rest multilingual assistance from European university
students.

Directors were asked what they would do if given an
@ra $100,~. Most e~ressed a desire for another staff
person. Hirirrg a secretary was the usual tish for those
without one.

Offica ❑udgete

Budgets range from as little as $50,~ per year to
more than $~,~, with more than half of them between
$150,~ and $350,~. Most budgets held steady irr 1993,
with 9 offices reporting an increase, 5 reporting a
decrease, and 13 reporting no change. In contrast,
Rincaid’s 1985sm’veyreported a @iCal two-person office
with a budget of $120,000.

Territorial Covarad by Stata Officaa

Most state offices cannot serve their full territo~
adequately, so they fmus on their immediate sumomrd-
irrgs. The prime target of state efforts is Germany,
followed closely by Britain and France. Together, these
three muntries consume over half of the state efforts in
Europe. This fucus does not directly comelate with office
locations, due to the large number of offices in Brussels
and only one in France. Only 5 percent of state efforts are
directed toward Eastern Europe, in part becmrse of the
difficulties of doing business there (see ~ble 2).

Table 2
Regione Covered by State Offlcea

(Percant of Effofl Per Ragion)

Regions

Germany
United f(ingdom
Fran=
Renelux
Italy and Spain
Scandinavia
Eastern Euro~
Other

Percent

27,3%
17.2
16.2
13,1
8.1
8.1
5.0
5.0

Most state offices devote a major portion of their
work to the cuuntry in which they are located. In fact, the
local concentration appears to be excessive, although irr-
teresting patterns were found for the three states that
have offices irrboth London and Frankfurt. While each of-
fice e~ends most of its effort irr the host cuuntry (the ten-
dency is stronger irrFrankfurt), the London office typically
rovers Scandinavia and is tiiely to irrclude Benelux and
Frsnce irr its turf. Italy and Spain are more usually covered
(though inadequately) from Germany.

The United Statee

and Foreign Commercial Service

The United States and Foreign Commercial Service
(US&FCS) in the Department of Commerce has the
primary U.S. government responsibility for helping
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American expm’ters enter foreign markets.3 The federal
policy on soliciting foreign direct investment is hands off.
Investment attraction is left to the states and lucal
economic development agencies.

Why, then, do U.S. states engage increasingly in
qort assistance when mmparable governments (e.g.,
Swiss ~ntOnS, Australian states, British mrrnties, and
German Laender) ~ically focus on investment and leave
export promotion to their national govemment?a As
noted above, the most mmmon function of state offices is
to locate suitable importers and effective distributors for
state cumpanies. ~is is also a major function of U.S.
embassies and consulates. However, states tap the
embassy data bases of European imprters for only about
8 percent of their needs because the data are obsolete,
limited, and costly (see Figure 1).

A recent letter from U.S. Secreta~ of Commerce
Ronald Brown stated:

It is clear that expml promotion must be a
high priority in this Administration. krding to
studies by tbe General Accounting Office and
others, the United States lags behind competitor
nations in the level of export suppud for its
manufacturers. I believe we csn do more to
strengthen . . . our ~rt promotion pmgmms.
As part of this effort, we clearly need to improve
our trade mntact databases. These need to be
substantially updated to make them more useful.
We are working on this and expect to complete a
major overhaul by the end of the year.

In early 1993, a cable was sent to overseas commercial
posts, stat{ng, in pam

There is a critical need to update the FTI
(Foreign ~aderIndex)... .The ~ isbadlyout of
date. Now that many overseas posts have new

Fiaure 1

on Europeen Importers

Not
Speclflec

4Y.

Y Data ❑ ase

CIMS Plus, or will shortly get it, the means are
available to begin tbe process. (As of December
1, 1993, only six posts have advised that they will
not be able to meet the target date.)

This witl entaif deleting mmpanies that are no longer valid
or appropriate collecting updated information on the re.
maining companies; entering the updated information
into the CIMS record; adding worthwhile new mmpanies
to the lucal client ffle; and transferring the records to
headquarters.

This is an important initiative that holds promise of
facilitating the export promotion activities of the states.
However, it is only a beginning, as shown by the cable’s
further instructions

~ minimize the burden, posts may, at their
discretion, limit their data entry for this major
undertaking just to the following critical fields

A)

B)

c)
D)

E)

F)

G)

H)

I)

J)

Company name

Complete mailing address

Primary international contact and title

Telephone number

Fax number

Number of employees

Sales range

Year established

Primary bank reference

For each prcduct (tie, description, actitity)

These limits are probably necessary until sufficient funds
are appropriated for the Department of Commerce and
allocated to US&FCS. Meanwhile, states maybe able to
make greater use of the new US&FCS database.

There are also other reasons for state use of federal
facilities. For one, US&FCS has 45 pusts in Europe (48
including Kiev, Mosmw, and St. Petersburg). State offices
exist in only 11European cities, with 28 of them clustered
in Brussels, Frankfurt, and London. Clearly, the states
cannot match the geographic scope of US&FCS coverage.
Yet, @operation between the states and US&FCS is
limited and has apparently diminished since the
mid-1980s. Further, as Marcella Marchesi, a US&FCS
officer in London, puints out, there are six trade
specialists at the U.S. Embassy in London, permitting a
degree of trade specialization that even the New York and
Catifomia Offlccs cannot match, each with its three
professionals sptit between investment and trade activities.

A promising new initiative will allow a small number
of states to share an export promotion officer housed in a
consular post, with access to US&FCS facilities and
resuurces. This program, organized for the states under
the administrative guidance of the National Association of
State Development Agencies (NASDA), is a step in the
right direction, Unfortunately for the states in Europe,
the most likely candidates for the first trial are reportedly
Singapore and/or Saudi Arabia.
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The most extensive and effective cooperation is on
USA Trade Days, which are cosponsored by US&FCS and
the CounciJ of American States in Europe (CASE).
CASE, which has operated for 22 years and includes all of
the official U.S. state representatives, k the main vehicle
for interstate cooperation. Its major activity k to conduct
USA made Days to promote U.S. exports and Investment
Conferences to attract direct investment in the United
States. Over the years, CASE has cosponsored more than
20il of these events in many European cities.

made Days have always slightly outnumbered Invest-
ment Conferences, but in 1993, there were four times as
many made Days, reflecting a shift in state emphasis. At a
typical made Day, about 20 state representatives each
present the catalogs of about 50 of their state’s companies
that are new to the market and seeking distribution. A
brochure summarizing the offerings is widely distributed
in advance by embassies, state offices, and cooperating
organizations, such as banks and chambers of commerce.
On a good day, a state representative will interview 50 or
more potential distributors. Interested parties are re-
ferred to the prospective esporters.

The program is considered highly cost effectively
most state representatives, although it is denigrated by
some of the larger states, which believe that displaying
catalogs is not an effective way to market products. A
catalog display is indeed a relatively ineffective selling
tool, but for states or cumpanies unable to afford more
(the fee varies from state to state, but is rarely more than
$lW), the display at least provides some exposure to
potential buyers.

These USA Trade Days, however, suffer from a lack
of consistent support from embassy to embas~, apparent-
ly depending on the enthusiasm of the commercial officer
or the local resources available. Perhaps a directive for
stronger cooperation should be sent from Washington.

Concluding Thoughts

The state offices perfocm beneficial services. In the
past, their performance was often impaired by having
officem appointed as a political reward. This is no longer
prevalent. However, there is minimal cooperation among
the state offices and with federal offices. me state offices
also tend to lack clear guidance from home and adequate
techniques to evaluate their work. Hence, they are often
underappreciated at home. One result is a lack of
consistent budget and personnel support which, in the
worst cases, leads to a me~go-round of office openings
and closings.

Performance evaluation could be enhanced by logging
activity levels, measuring results, and conducting user-
aatisfaction sutveys. There also is a need for more precise
definitions of objectives and priorities. The state offices
could benefit further from sharing more information and
resources, especially market and importer data. Some
rational division of labor, by countty or by industry sector,
could benefit all cooperating states.

US&FCS needs to keep the Foreign’ftader Index
current and to include more useful information to help
state offices provide optimal repre3cntation for U.S.

~rtem. Only then could a charge for acceas to the service
be justified or increased in pro~rtion to its actual value.

~ere are many ways to divide re~nsibilities as well.
One might be for US&FCS tomaintain a thorough and
uent database w that each state need not compile its
own. Another wymi@tbe for US& FCStodropthe~
and use the savinga to purchase or mntract for commercial
data bases.

US&FCS, with many more commercial officers in
such major posts as Frankfut’t, London, and Paris, is able
to have industry specialists, which the states cannot afford,
ff the ranks of these specialists could be enhanced so that
embassies had not only a superior data base of importers
but also a firm grasp of industty sectors, then perhaps
states could concentrate on recmidng experienced busi-
ness peranns able to counsel U.S. firms effectively on how
to succeed in Europe.

A @ical commercial section in a U.S. embassy has a
number of officers who have not been in the country long
enough to have learned the intricacies of doing business
there. Gch embas~ also has a staff of nationals who know
the tenito~, but are rarely e~erienced business/marketing
people.

States should tap the ranks of executives with service
in Europe who might see a few years working with a state
office as a career stepping stone. In addition, states could
recruit senior business people who have completed their
commercial careers, retain high enerW levels, and are not
ready to retire to the United States. Many might welcome
an assignment in a state office in a European city where
they are already at home.

Note~

1See, for example, “State and Local Governments in interna-
tional Affairs; Inte~vemmentat Peqective 16 (Spring 1990),
entire issue.

2John Kincaid, “State Offices in Europe,” Compamtive State
h/ilics Newsletter 6 (August 1986) 22-23.

3See also Susan C. Schwab, “Building a National Export
Development Alliance,” Inte~ovenlmentaJ Pe~c[ive 16
(Spring 1~) 18-20.

4See alsoBrian Hocking,cd.,Fomi@ J?c/a(iomand FederalS/ata
(London, Leicester University Press, 193) and Hans J.
Michelmann and Panayotis Soldatos, eds., Federalism and
International &[ations: The Role of Subnatiol~aJUnits (Oxford
Clarendon Press, 1~),

Jerry Levine is president of Mentor Interna-
tional. Fabienne Vandenbrande is an intern from
the Brussels Business University, ICHEC. This
article is based on a survey of state offices in Eu-
rope conducted by Mentor International from
June through October 1993. Thirty-three of the 37
ofices in Europe were contacted; 25 were visited;
and 28 completed a detailed questionnaire. Much
of the interviewing and data analysis was done by
students at ICHEC. A full report of the survey is
available from Mentor International, 442 Post
Street, San Francisco, ~ 94102 (415-421-8789).
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